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1. Overview of Mathematics skills

1.1 Background:
The National Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (January 2012) Grades R-12 aims to produce learners 

that are able to:
 identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical and creative thinking;
 work eff ectively as individuals and with others as members of a team;
 organise and manage themselves and their activities responsibly and eff ectively;
 collect, analyse, organise and critically evaluate information;
 communicate eff ectively using visual, symbolic and/or language skills in various modes;
 use science and technology eff ectively and critically showing responsibility towards the environment and 

the health of others; and
 demonstrate an understanding of the world as a set of related systems by recognising that problem-

solving contexts do not exist in isolation.

1.2 Mathematics knowledge and skills:

COUNTING
Most children are introduced to numbers through counting. There are two diff erent kinds of counting that 

teachers need to include in their everyday lessons. They are:
 rote counting
 rational counting.

Limit the time for counting activities. Rather than having one long session of counting, do a counting exercise 

for a few minutes at a time several times a day. For example: Count the number of steps to the toilet, How far can 

you count before everyone is lined up? Count the number of boys in the line, and so on.

ROTE COUNTING
 Rote counting is what children do when they chant/sing numbers in sequence.
 Most learners come to school at the beginning of Grade 1 already able to rote count to at least 10. 

This does not mean, however, that the child understands the value of numbers to 10 or can see any 

relationship between the numbers.
 Rote counting (that is counting without objects), is important in Grade 1 as it teaches the learners the 

sequence (pattern) and language of the numbers e.g. 2 always follows 1 and 5 always follows 4, after a 

number ending in 9 comes the next whole ten, i.e. after 29 comes 30, after 49 comes 50. 
 Do not limit the learners in their rote counting exercises – let them count as far as they can.
 The aim of rote counting is to enable learners to calculate without having to reconstruct the meaning of 

the numbers. For example, they should be able to calculate that 5 + 3 = 8 without having to reconstruct 

the numbers fi ve and three. This is because the numbers have a meaning. Young children do not 

automatically have this same sense of numbers. Five is simply a word or a sound that follows four and 

precedes six in a rhyme. Until children have had extensive rote counting experiences, the word fi ve will 

have no more meaning that the word ‘blah’does.

RATIONAL COUNTING
 Rational counting involves the counting of physical objects. It involves matching the number names 

to objects.
 Rational counting activities help children to develop their early sense of number. 
 Rational counting involves touching objects one by one and simultaneously saying the numbers from the 

number rhyme in sequence. Therefore each class needs to have a large number of counters. If possible, 

these should all look the same e.g. all round, red buttons.
 Rational counting helps children develop the sense that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

the items in a collection and the words in the sequence. Learners with eye-hand co-ordination diffi  culties, 

or those not able to do one-to-one correspondence easily, might battle at fi rst with counting out objects.
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 Counting out should always be in context. It is also a good idea to ask the question ‘How many?’ when 

starting a counting out exercise e.g. How many steps from the table to the door? How many birds are in 

this picture? How many counters are in this packet? 
 When young children are asked ‘How many beans are there?’ about the beans in a pile they will often 

count 1, 2 3 and so on and give an answer – say 8, and when asked: ‘So how many beans are there?’ 

they will start counting the beans again from the beginning. These children understand the question 

‘How many?’ as an instruction to count out. Only with time and after many repeated rational counting 

experiences will children reach a point where they understand that the last number named indicates the 

amount in the set.
 Learners use rational counting to solve problems. Some examples are:

 ‘Here are some counters. I wonder how many each of you will get if we give the same number of 

counters to each of you?’ Children will share out the counters and each one will count their pile. 
 Ask questions such as ‘How many more counters do you need in order to have a total of 15 counters?’ 

or ‘If you have 9 counters, how many do you need to give back so that you only have 5 counters?’

DEVELOPING NUMBER SENSE
Many teachers are in a hurry for their learners to know facts ‘off  by heart’. However, knowing facts ‘off  by heart’ 

is no indication that the learners understand what they are doing, or that they will be able to use these facts in 

diff erent contexts.
 It is important that you design activities which will help your learners develop a sense of number 

because it is this sense of number that learners use when trying to build up an understanding of 

computational strategies. 
 You cannot teach number sense, you can only help learners acquire it by exposing them to various 

activities which allow learners to construct knowledge for themselves. 
 Encouraging learners to refl ect on what they are doing and then talking about it, helps these learners to 

develop a sense of number. 
 Having a strong sense of number underpins all development in mathematics. A strong sense of 

number means that an individual has: a sense of the size or ‘muchness’ of a number i.e. they have a 

sense that 25 is larger than 5 and 500 is much larger;
 the ability to:

 — break a number down (decompose);
 — reorganise it; and
 — build it up again (recompose)

   in a range of diff erent ways. For example they can think of 68 as:

   60 + 8 and as 70 – 2;

   34 × 2 and as 50 + 18;

   20 + 20 + 20 + 8 and as 100 – 30 – 2
 The ability to apply their knowledge of numbers to solve problems.

 There are three developmental levels learners pass through – counting all, counting on and breaking up 

numbers. You cannot teach these levels, you can only support the learners’ development by providing 

appropriate activities. As they move from one level to the other their sense of number increases.
 Diff erent kinds of knowledge (physical, social and logico-mathematical) form part of one’s number sense 

and so it is important that these are clearly refl ected in your teaching programme. 
 Physical knowledge is the knowledge that the learner acquires from physical objects – so you can see 

how important it is to use counters and objects and to count out, and not to just rote count! 
 Social knowledge can only be learnt through interaction with people – number names and symbols 

are an example of social knowledge acquired by learners. 
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 Logico-mathematical knowledge refers to the type of knowledge that learners construct for 

themselves e.g. noticing the pattern of the number names (forty one follows on forty) goes beyond 

social knowledge of the number names. The most important aspect of logico- mathematical 

knowledge which the young learner has to construct regarding numbers is numerosity. This means to 

have a feeling for the ‘how many’ of a number – to build up a profi le of the number so as to know as 

much as possible about a number.
 Children who leave the Foundation Phase with a weak sense of number will almost certainly never 

become strong in Mathematics. One of the most critical things to be achieved in the Foundation Phase is 

the development of a strong sense of number.

PROBLEM SOLVING
 Problems are central to mathematics – to solve problems using mathematics requires the development of 

mathematical knowledge and skills. However, in order for young children to develop their mathematical 

knowledge and skills they must solve problems. By placing information in context, problem solving 

becomes a powerful activity and is one of the main vehicles for developing number sense. 

 A defi nition of a problem is 

  ‘A problem is a task that requires the person solving the problem to use knowledge, understanding and skills that 

he/she has acquired from other activities and to apply these to the new and unfamiliar situation and come up 

with a solution’ (DBE, 2012).

 There are three key reasons for using problems as a vehicle for developing mathematical knowledge 

and skills:
 Problems can be used to introduce children to the so-called basic operations 
 Problems contribute to the development of computational methods; and
 Problems make the mathematical experiences of the child meaningful and relevant.

 In order to fulfi l the purpose of word problems, learners should regularly be given problems which are 

new to them and for which they do not possess routine methods of fi nding the answer. The objective 

of giving word problems is to enable your learners to develop new knowledge, take note of how others 

solve the problem and to refl ect on their own thinking.

 Learners learn maths through solving problems by:
 thinking about how they solve problems themselves
 taking note of the ways in which other learners solve the same problem.

 Characteristics of problem solving:
 Children can solve problems without knowing the words addition or subtraction or for that matter 

before they know the symbols representing these operations.
 Problems are not necessarily an addition or a subtraction problem but rather a problem that can be 

solved using both an addition and a subtraction approach.
 When children are asked to solve problems by making sense of the situations they develop a sense 

of what it is to add, to subtract, to multiply and to divide from the problem rather than being told the 

meaning of these operations by their teacher – they are developing their conceptual knowledge.

 For problem solving to be successful, learners should:
 understand the problems i.e. the problem must make sense to them
 have a positive attitude towards tackling problems i.e. feel confi dent to try
 feel safe to use primitive methods e.g. drawing marks rather than using numbers
 be given suffi  cient time to work undisturbed
 refl ect on and explain how they solved the problem.
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 Problem solving is done during group teaching sessions. The teacher reads the problem to the learners 

and, if possible, the learners should be able to see the problem as the teacher reads it. Once the problem 

has been read, leave the learners to solve it in their own way. They should be able to discuss the problem 

with each other as this leads to an understanding of what the problem actually is. Learners are free to use 

concrete objects, drawings or numbers to solve the problem. However, they are not expected to write a 

number sentence for the problem. 
 Once the group has solved the problem, one or two learners explain what they did in order to solve 

the problem.
 Learners should be constantly challenged with realistic, real-life problems without fi rst being taught any 

supposedly prerequisite tools or operations. You will never again teach that “the word ‘altogether’ means 

you must add, and that ‘how many are left’ means you must take away”! Learners should be able to solve 

problems using all four operations before they even know what they are! 

When teachers pose problems for their learners to solve, they:
 teach learners necessary mathematical skills
 encourage learners to think creatively
 help learners to develop their own methods of calculating
 provide real-life contexts that help learners to generalize mathematical knowledge.

Learners who struggle with problem solving can be classifi ed into at least three groups:
 Learners who become confused when reading through or listening to the problem
 Learners who are so confi dent that they read too fast or act too fast and consequently miss 

important facts
 Learners who approach the problem confi dently but make mistakes when they try to tackle too many 

steps simultaneously.

STEPS IN PROBLEM SOLVING:

Step 1

Know the problem

Step 2 

Design a plan

Step 3

Carry out your plan

Step 4 

Look back

See what is given and 

try to determine exactly 

what you are expected 

to do.

Think about what you 

have to do. 

Determine what 

operations to use and 

then determine where to 

start with the problem 

and which steps to 

follow.

Solve the problem. Check your solution.

Role of the teacher in problem solving:

The teacher needs to ask eff ective questions that will assist the learners in solving the problem.
 What is given?
 What do you know after reading the question?
 What is the question that needs to be answered?
 Can you rewrite the problem in your own words?
 Can you draw a sketch or picture to illustrate the question?

Word problems should be used to illustrate all concepts,

e.g. money, basic operations, equal sharing, doubling and halving, fractions, time, measurement, capacity, 

length and mass (non-standardised).
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REMINDER:
 The examples with the diff erent problem types may be used within any number range applicable to the 

specifi c grade.
 Learners should draw the problem.
 At a later stage learners should write the number sentence for the problem.

There are diff erent types of word problems for all four basic operations:

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

1. ‘CHANGE’ WORD PROBLEMS
 ‘Join’ and ‘Separate’ word problems

Three quantities are involved in both ‘join’ and ‘separate’ word problems.
 initial quantity
 change quantity
 resulting quantity.

JOIN:
 Result unknown [ 18 + 4 =  ]

  Mpho has 18 marbles. Sam gives him 4 

more marbles.

  How many marbles does Mpho have 

altogether?

 Initial unknown [  + 4 = 18 ]

  Mpho has some marbles. Sam gives him 4 

more. Now Mpho has 18 marbles. How many 

marbles did Sam give him?

 Change unknown [ 8 +  = 22 ]

  Mpho has 8 marbles. Sam gives him some 

more. Now Mpho has 22 marbles. How many 

marbles did Sam give him?

SEPARATE
 Result unknown [ 22 – 4 =  ]

 Mpho has 22 marbles. He gives 4 marbles to Sam.

 How many marbles does Mpho have now?

 Initial unknown [  – 4 = 18 ]

  Popo has some marbles. He gives 4 to Sam. 

Popo has 18 marbles left. How many marbles 

did Popo have to begin with?

 Change unknown [ 18 –  = 8 ]

  Popo has 18 marbles. He gives some to Sam. 

Popo has 8 marbles left. How many did he give 

to Sam?

2. ‘COMBINE’ WORD PROBLEMS

PART-PART-WHOLE
 Whole unknown [ 4 + 6 =  ]

  Thandi has 4 toff ees and her mother gives 

her 6 jelly beans. How many sweets does she 

have now?

 Part unknown [ 23 – 8 =  ]

  Thandi has 23 sweets. Eight of the sweets 

are toff ees, and the rest are jelly beans. How 

many jelly beans does Thandi have?

3. ‘COMPARE’ WORD PROBLEMS
 Diff erence unknown [ 32 – 8 =  ]

  Nikidi has 32 books and Joan has 8 books. How 

many more books does Nikidi have than Joan?

 or

 How many books less does Joan have than Nikidi?

 Smaller unknown [ 32 – 14 =  ]

  Mary has 14 T-shirts less than Ben. Ben has 32 

T-shirts. How many T-shirts does Mary have?

 or

  Ben has 4 more T-shirts than Mary. Ben has 12 

T-shirts.

 How many T-shirts does Mary have?

continued …
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

4. ‘EQUALISE’ WORD PROBLEMS
 Sam has 9 marbles. David has 5 marbles. How many marbles does David have to get to have the same 

number as Sam?
 Sam has 9 cents. David has 5 cents. How much money must Sam spend to have the same amount left 

as David has?
 Sam has R5. If he earns R9 more, he will have the same amount as David. How much money does 

David have?
 Sam has R1, 50. If he spends 50 cents, he will have the same amount as David. How much money does 

David have?
 Toff ees are priced at 20c each. Joan buys 4 toff ees. How much does she pay?

Multiplication 

(Grade 1 Repeated addition)

Division

(Grade 1 and 2 Equal sharing)

NOTE: Grade 1 learners do not do multiplication, 

but start with repeated addition that leads to 

multiplication.

 Repeated addition [ 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 =  ]

  There are 4 rows of trees with 6 trees planted 

in each row.

 How many trees are there altogether?

NOTE: Grade 1 and 2 learners do not deal with the 

division sign, but work practically with equal sharing.

 Grouping

  How many packets of sweets can I make if I 

have 12 sweets and I put 3 sweets in each packet?
 Sharing

  Father shares R20 equally amongst his 4 

family members.

 How much money does each one get?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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2. Weekly timetable

DAY
DAILY 

ROUTINE
COUNTING

MENTAL 

MATHS

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT TIME 

ALLOCATION 

PER DAY
WHOLE 

CLASS

GROUP 

WORK

INDIVIDUAL 

WORK

1 5 min 5 min 10 min 10 min

60 min

90 min
Group teaching and 

individual work will be 

done simultaneously in 

the class.

2 5 min 5 min 10 min 10 min

60 min

90 min
Group teaching and 

individual work will be 

done simultaneously in 

the class.

3 5 min 5 min 10 min 10 min

60 min

90 min
Group teaching and 

individual work will be 

done simultaneously in 

the class.

4 5 min 5 min 10 min 10 min

60 min

90 min
Group teaching and 

individual work will be 

done simultaneously in 

the class.

5 5 min 5 min 10 min 10 min

30 min

60 min
Group teaching and 

individual work will be 

done simultaneously in 

the class.

What is whole class teaching? 
 The focus will be mainly on mental mathematics, consolidation of concepts and allocation of independent 

activities for 30 minutes per day at the start of the Mathematics lesson. 
 During this time the teacher works with the whole class to determine and record (where appropriate) the 

name of the day, the date, the number of learners present and absent, and the nature of the weather. 
 Mental mathematics will include mental starters such as ‘the number after/before 7 is’; ‘2 more/less than’. 

During the mental maths time content that has been taught in the previous weeks is consolidated.
 The Mathematics period should also provide for supporting learners experiencing barriers to learning, 

enrichment activities for high fl yers and assessment activities.
 Both independent and small group focused lesson activities must be observed (practical, oral), marked 

and overseen (written recording) by the teacher as part of her informal and formal assessment activities. 
 Close tracking of learners’ responses (verbal, oral, practical, written) in learning and teaching situations 

enables the teacher to do continuous assessment on an ongoing basis, monitor learners’ progress and 

plan support accordingly for learners experiencing barriers to learning.
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Diff erence between group work and group teaching:
Learners come to school with very diff erent levels of readiness for formal teaching and learning due to variations 

in age, sex, ability and attendance at a grade R or pre-school. Teaching and working in groups is a powerful tool 

to cater for the many diverse needs in any class. Group teaching and group work are also ideal for multi-grade 

and multi-phase classes. However, teaching in ability groups as required in CAPS is not the same as group work. 

Let’s look at each of these in turn.

GROUP WORK
 Group work diff ers from group teaching in that during group work the whole class is engaged in the same 

activity at the same time. 
 Groups for these lessons are generally randomly chosen and are mixed ability groups. The idea is that 

each group will work on one aspect related to the main topic and at the end of the lesson they will 

present their fi ndings to the rest of the class. 
 As each group adds their information, a whole picture of the topic emerges. This type of work is suited to 

aspects such as measurement and data handling. 

GROUP TEACHING
 Small group focused lessons are most eff ective when the teacher takes a small group of learners (8–10) 

who are of the same ability with her on the fl oor or at their tables, whilst the rest of the class is engaged 

in independent activities. The teacher works orally and practically with the learners, engaging in such 

activities as counting, estimation, concept development and problem solving activities which should be 

carefully planned for.
 In order to reinforce learning, written work (work book, work sheet examples, work cards etc.) should form 

part of the group session where possible. Learners should have writing materials (class work books, etc.) 

available for problem-solving activities. 

INDEPENDENT ACTIVITIES
 While the teacher is busy with the small group focused lesson, the rest of the class must be purposefully 

engaged in a variety of mathematical activities that focus on reinforcing and consolidating concepts and 

skills that have already been taught during small group focused lessons. 

Advantages:
 Teaching learners of the same ability in one group means they are taught at a pace that is comfortable 

for them.
 Learning is scaff olded because of the similar ability of the learners. 
 The quicker learners can be challenged and extended and the slower learners can benefi t from more time, 

support and attention in a small group situation. 
 Teaching in groups means that learners in diff erent groups may not all be at the same stage of learning. 

Therefore activities given to the learners can be varied to meet their needs. Those with special needs can 

be supported in this way. 
 Everyone benefi ts from group teaching as it accommodates the range of abilities in a class – especially in 

large classes. Most teachers fi nd that they can comfortably work with three or four groups in the class.
 Teachers are often afraid of group teaching! It does mean that the teacher has to be very organised and 

have good classroom management skills. 
 You deal only with a group of about 10 learners at one time, while the learners learn self-discipline and 

take responsibility for their own learning.
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 Taking two or more groups will take about half an hour for each group every day. Learners not busy with 

the teacher need to be involved in independent written or practical activities. These activities need to 

be such that learners know what they have to do and be able do it without interrupting the teacher, or 

asking for help. Training learners to get on with work on their own takes considerable time and patience. 

The learners need to know which tasks they have to do and, possibly, the order in which they have to 

complete them. The level of diffi  culty of the tasks should be such that they don’t need help from you. If 

you think your learners will battle with a particular task – wait until you have time to help them or your 

group sessions will be continually interrupted. 
 During the fi rst term keep the independent activities simple, short and quite repetitive. Often learners will 

be expected to complete two or at the most three tasks per day, copying numbers from the board and 

drawing a picture, completing a readiness activity, or doing a dot-to-dot activity. 
 It helps to have some routine initially so that the order of tasks remains the same and learners gain 

confi dence in working through more than one activity independently, rather than having to continually 

ask the teacher, ‘What do I do next?’

Explanation of diff erent groups in Mathematics:

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3

 Consists of learners that 

perform above the grade 

level.
 Works with prescribed and 

above number ranges for the 

grade.
 Solves problems at a semi-

abstract level.

 Consists of learners that 

perform at the grade level.
 Works with prescribed 

number ranges for the grade.
 Relies on semi-concrete 

resources.
 Needs support to grasp 

concepts.

 Consists of learners that 

perform below the grade 

level.
 Works with smaller number 

ranges.
 Relies on concrete resources.
 Needs support to grasp 

concepts.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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The implementation of group teaching in your classroom on a daily basis:

DAY
DAILY 

ROUTINE
COUNTING 

MENTAL 

MATHS

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

WHOLE CLASS

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT/

PROBLEM 

SOLVING

GROUP 

TEACHING

INDIVIDUAL 

WORK

TIME 

PER 

DAY

5 MIN 5 MIN 10 MIN 10 MIN 60 MIN

4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Whole class will be taught as a group.

New concepts or consolidation of concept or revision of 

concepts can be done.

Group teaching and individual work 

will be done simultaneously in the 

classroom.

Group teaching 

will focus on 

problem solving 

and teaching of 

new concepts.

Learners will 

be engaged 

in individual 

activities based 

on concepts 

currently 

being taught 

or taught 

previously. 

Thus it involves 

consolidation.

Group teaching 

will be done in 

three (3) ability 

groups.

DAY GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3

Day 1
Independent work 30 min

Independent work 60 min
Group teaching 30 min

Group teaching 30 min Independent work 30 min

Day 2 Independent work 60 min
Independent work 30 min Group teaching 30 min

Group teaching 30 min Independent work 30 min

Day 3
Independent work 30 min

Independent work 60 min
Group teaching 30 min

Group teaching 30 min Independent work 30 min

Day 4 Independent work 60 min
Independent work 30 min Group teaching 30 min

Group teaching 30 min Independent work 30 min

Day 5
Day 5 no group teaching as time allocation for Mathematics is only 60 minutes. Thus, only whole 

class teaching takes place.
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3. Assessment

Assessment is a continuous planned process of identifying, gathering and interpreting information about the 

performance of learners, using various forms of assessment. 

It involves four steps: generating and collecting evidence of achievement; evaluating this evidence; recording 

the fi ndings, and using this information to understand and thereby assist the learner’s development in order to 

improve the process of learning and teaching. 

Assessment should be both informal (Assessment for Learning) and formal (Assessment of Learning). In both 

cases regular feedback should be provided to learners to enhance the learning experience. In the daily lesson 

plans informal and formal assessment are clearly indicated under assessment. If the specifi c day does not have 

any assessment indicated the teacher is free to informally assess and observe her learners as it informs her 

teaching.

The CAPS document provides the requirements for assessment in the Foundation Phase. The formal 

assessment requirements for Grades R-3 Mathematics are spelt out in the table below:

GRADES TERM 1 TERM 2 TERM 3 TERM 4 TOTAL

Grade R Informal observation, using a checklist

Grade 1 Baseline + 1 2 2 1 7

Grade 2 Baseline + 1 2 2 2 8

Grade 3 Baseline + 1 3 3 2 10

The national codes and their descriptors should be used for recording and reporting in the Foundation Phase 

(Grade R–3).

ACHIEVEMENT LEVEL ACHIEVEMENT DESCRIPTION MARKS

%

7 Outstanding achievement 80–100

6 Meritorious achievement 70–79

5 Substantial achievement 60–69

4 Adequate achievement 50–59

3 Moderate achievement 40–49

2 Elementary achievement 30–39

1 Not achieved 0–29
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4. Overview of TERM 1: Grade 1

WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

1 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: Introduce daily 

classroom routine.

Introduce calendar, 

birthday chart and 

weather chart

NOTE:

Learners need to be 

orientated towards all 

routine activities in their 

classroom and at school

ORIENTATION 90 min 2 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

2 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list 

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: yesterday and today

DAILY ROUTINE 15 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Counting forwards: 1–10

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–5

One-to-one 

correspondence: 1–5

As many as: 1–5

COUNTING

MENTAL MATHS

15 min

Number symbol and name: 

1 one

Investigate 3-D shapes: ball 

shapes (spheres)

Compare the colours of 

objects: red

Compare the size of 

objects: big and small

Position: up and down, left 

and right

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

60min

3 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: yesterday and today

Birthday graph

DAILY ROUTINE 10 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Measurement

Data Handling

Estimate and count: 

objects 1–5

Counting forwards: 1–10

One-to-one 

correspondence: 1–5

More and less than: 1–5

Biggest and smallest 

number of objects

COUNTING

MENTAL MATHS

20 min

Number symbol and name: 

2 two

Investigate 3-D shapes: 

box shapes (prisms) 

Compare the colours of 

objects: blue 

Compare the size of 

objects: bigger than and 

smaller than

Repeating shape pattern

Same as and diff erent

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

60 min

4 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: tomorrow

DAILY ROUTINE 15 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–10*

Counting forwards and 

backwards: 1–10

Recognise number 

symbols: 1–5

Number line

One-to-one 

correspondence: 1–5

More and less than: 1–5

Biggest and smallest 

number of objects

COUNTING

MENTAL MATHS

35 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Number symbol and name: 

3 three

Build up and break down 

numbers: bonds of 3

Investigate 3-D shapes: 

box shapes (prisms)

Compare the colours of 

objects: yellow

Compare the size of 

objects: tall and short, big 

and small

Position: inside, up and 

down, behind and in front, 

left and right 

Same as and diff erent

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

40 min

ASSESSMENT

Activities in bold are to be assessed

Baseline assessment:

Biggest and smallest number of objects

Estimate and count objects: 1–10

Read number symbols: 1–5

Forms of assessment:

Oral and practical

Record:

Recording sheet/book

5 Numbers,

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: morning, afternoon 

and night

Shorter, longer, faster 

and slower

Order regular events in 

own life

DAILY ROUTINE 15 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–10

Counting forwards and 

backwards: 1–10

Number line

COUNTING 10 min

One-to-one 

correspondence: 1–5

More and less than: 1–5

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Counting forwards and 

backwards: 1–15

Number symbol and name: 

4 four

Build up and break down 

numbers: bonds of 4

Investigate 3-D objects: 

box shapes (prisms) 

Compare the colours of 

objects: green

Compare the size of 

objects: taller and shorter

Position: behind and in 

front, up, down , left, 

right and inside.

Repeating pattern: 

3-D objects

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

30 min

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction 1–5

Solve problems in context 

involving addition and 

subtraction (1–5) using 

apparatus and drawings

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT/ 

PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

25 min

ASSESSMENT

TASK 1:
 Problem solving: addition and subtraction 1–5
 Time: morning, afternoon and night
 Compare size: taller and shorter
 Position: behind and in front, up, down, left, right and inside

Forms of assessment:

Written, practical and oral

Oral/practical

Record:

Recording sheet/book

6 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: early and late

DAILY ROUTINE 15 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–10

Order groups of objects: 

most to least and least 

to most

Order numbers from 

greatest to smallest 

Counting forwards and 

backwards: 1–15

Recognise number 

symbols: 1–15

Introduce: ordinal numbers 

fi rst–fi fth

Number line

COUNTING 10 min

Number symbol and name: 

5 fi ve

Build up and break down 

numbers: bonds of 5

Mental mathematics: 

bonds of numbers 1–5

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Position: top/bottom

Pattern: shapes/objects

Investigate 3-D objects: 

ball shapes (spheres)

Compare the colours of 

objects: introduce orange

Compare the size of 

objects: taller and shorter

Mass: Heavy and light

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

20 min

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction 1–5

Data: Sort objects 

according to one attribute

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

35 min

ASSESSMENT

TASK 1:
 Mass: heavy and light
 Data: Sort objects according to one attribute
 Count real objects: 1–10 
 Write the number symbols from 1–5

Forms of assessment:

Practical

Oral and practical

Record:

Recording sheet/book

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

7 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: early and late

DAILY ROUTINE 15 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–10

Counting forwards and 

backwards: 1–20 (10)

Order groups of objects: 

most to least and least 

to most

Order numbers: from 

smallest to greatest

COUNTING 10 min

Recognise number 

symbols: 1–20

Order and compare 

numbers: before, after, 

between, more, less 

Mental mathematics: 

bonds of numbers 1–5

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Position: top/bottom, 

under, over 

Pattern: shapes/objects

Describe, sort and 

compare 3-D objects: 

ball shapes (spheres), 

box shapes (prisms), size 

and colour

Compare the colours of 

objects: introduce purple

Length: hand span, shorter 

and longer

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

45 min

Problem solving: grouping 

and sharing 

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

20 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

ASSESSMENT

TASK 1:
 Time: early and late
 Counting forwards and backwards: 1–10
 Order numbers: from smallest to greatest

Forms of assessment:

Practical

Oral and practical

Record:

Recording sheet/book

8 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: Revise today, 

yesterday and tomorrow

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–10

Counting forwards and 

backwards: 1–20

COUNTING 5 min

Recognise number 

symbols: 1–20

Biggest and smallest 

number: 1–10

Order groups of objects: 

most to least and least 

to most

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Number symbol and name: 

1 one – 5 fi ve

Build up and break down 

numbers: bonds of 2, 3, 4, 5

Number patterns in ones

Ordinal numbers: fi rst–fi fth

Number line

Compare the colours of 

objects: introduce brown

Length: wide /narrow

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Problem solving: 

grouping and sharing

Length: hand span, 

shorter and longer

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

ASSESSMENT

TASK 1:
 Length: hand span, shorter and longer
 Problem solving: grouping and sharing

Forms of assessment:

Practical

Record:

Recording sheet/book

9 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Time: Revise early, late, day 

and night

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–10

Counting forwards and 

backwards: 1–20

Number patterns: 1–10 

in ones

COUNTING 5 min

Number symbol and name: 

1 one – 5 fi ve

Build up and break down 

numbers: bonds of 5

Recognise number 

symbols: 1–20

Order and compare 

numbers: before, after, 

between, more, less 

Number line

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Ordinal numbers: fi rst – 

fi fth

Number line

Compare the colours of 

objects: introduce black

Mass: capacity – full 

and empty

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Problem solving: repeated 

addition e.g. How many 

eyes do 2 boys have? 

Addition and subtraction: 

1–5

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

1
0

R
E

V
IS

IO
N

Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 4 days

90 min

1 day

60 min

Consolidation of all 

concepts and skills covered 

in the whole number 

counting of objects: 1–10

Estimate and count: 1–10

Number patterns: 1–10 

in ones

Counting forwards: 1–20

Count backwards: 20–1

Recognise number 

symbols: 1–20

Order and compare 

numbers: before, after, 

between, more, less

COUNTING 5 min

Recognise number 

symbols: 1–20

Order and compare 

numbers: before, after, 

between, more, less

Number symbol and name: 

1 one – 5 fi ve

Number bonds of 1–5

Ordinal numbers: fi rst–fi fth

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Compare the colours of 

objects 

Revise colours: red, blue, 

yellow, green, orange, 

purple, black, white 

and brown

Revise 3-D objects: ball 

shapes (spheres) and box 

shapes (prisms)

Mass: heavy and light

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction up to 5 

Grouping and sharing

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

1 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count objects 1–30

Count forwards/backward 

in 1s, 2s and 5s up to 30 

and in 10s up to 50

COUNTING 5 min

More and less

Bigger and smaller 

After, before and between: 

0–10. 

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read and know number 

symbols: 0–30.

Read and know number 

names: 0–10.

Revise shapes: circle, 

square, rectangle and 

triangle.

Describe, sort and 

compare shapes.

Count shapes on a graph.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Weather chart

Calendar work

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

2 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

Time: yesterday and today

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count objects: 1–50.

Count forwards /backward 

in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up 

to 50.

COUNTING 5 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

More than and less than

Bigger and smaller 

After, before and between: 

0–10.

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read and know number 

symbols: 0–30.

Read and know number 

names: 0–10.

Revise shapes: circle, 

square, rectangle and 

triangle.

Describe, sort and 

compare shapes.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Birthday chart

Counting in 2s

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

3 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Shape and 

Space

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count objects: 1–50.

Count forwards /backward 

in 1s, 2s and 5s up to 50 

and in 10s up to 100.

COUNTING 5 min

More and less 

Bigger and smaller 

After, before and between: 

0–10. 

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

Double/half of a number 

with answers up to 14.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read and know number 

symbols: 0–50.

Read and know number 

names: 0–10.

Revise numbers 13 and 14. 

Write number names: 

1–14.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Properties of 2-D shapes.

Identify 2-D shapes: circle, 

triangle, square and 

rectangle. 

Describe 3-D objects 

that roll and 3-D objects 

that slide.

Answer questions on 

a graph.

More and less

Bigger and smaller 

After, before and between 

0–10.

Addition and subtraction 

using a number line: 1–50.

Problem solving: Doubling 

and halving

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

4 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Space and 

Shape

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–50.

Count forwards/backward 

in 1s, 2s and 5s up to 50 

and in 10s up to 100.

COUNTING 5 min

Making numbers 1, 2 or 10 

more or less. 

After, before and between 

in range: 0–20.

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

Double/half of a number 

with answers up to 20.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read and know number 

symbols 0–50.

Read and know number 

names: 0–16

Revise numbers 15 and 16. 

Write number names: 1-16.

2-D shapes and 3-D 

objects: circle, square, 

rectangle, triangle, boxes 

and balls.

Length

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Count in 1s forwards from 

0–50 using real objects.

Count in 1s backwards 

from 20–0.

Identify 2D shapes (circle, 

square, rectangle and 

triangle) and 3D objects 

(balls and boxes).

Repeat shape patterns.

Problem solving: doubling 

and halving.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Baseline assessment: 
 Read and know number symbols 0–50.
 Count in 1s forwards from 0–50 using real objects.
 Count in 1s backwards from 20–0.
 Identify 2-D shapes (circle, square, rectangle and triangle) and 3-D objects (balls and boxes).
 Repeat shape patterns.

5 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

Revise: early/late, day and 

night.

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count objects: 1–50.

Count forwards /backward 

in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up 

to 100.

COUNTING 5 min

Make numbers more or 

less byadding/subtracting 

1, 2 and 5.

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

Double/half of a number 

with answers up to 30.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Repeating number 

patterns forwards and 

backwards:
 in 1s up to 60
 in 2s up to 50
 in 5s up to 50
 in 10s up to 100

Shape patterns

Money

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Estimate using 

measurement

Problem solving: Repeated 

addition, money

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

6 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

Revise: morning, 

afternoon, evening, 

yesterday, today and 

tomorrow.

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–80.

Complete number 

sequences of counting 

forwards /backwards in 1s, 

2s and 5s up to 80 and in 

10s up to 100.

Order numbers before, after 

and between in range 0–30.

COUNTING 5 min

Make numbers more or 

less by adding/subtracting 

1, 2 and 5.

Double/half of a number 

with answers up to 30.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read number symbols: 

1–80.

Write number symbols: 

1–80.

Write number names 0–20.

Odd and even numbers

Ordinal numbers 1st–10th

Build up numbers

Place value: tens and units

Money

Data weather chart: 

Collect, sort and 

organise data.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Identifying coins and 

notes.

Practical addition and 

subtraction using money.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

7 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count 

objects 1–100.

Complete number 

sequences of counting 

forwards /backwards in 

1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 

100.

COUNTING 5 min

After, before and between 

in range 0–30. 

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read number symbols: 

0–100.

Write number symbols: 

0–100.

Write number names: 

0–25.

Odd and even numbers: 

0–30.

Geometric patterns

Addition and subtraction: 

0–20.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Building up and breaking 

down of two-digit 

numbers using fl ard cards.

Place value: decompose a 

two-digit number in tens 

and units.

2D shapes and 3D objects: 

circle, square, rectangle, 

triangle, boxes and balls.

Problem solving: Repeated 

addition, subtraction

Measurement: taller/ 

higher, shorter/lower 

longer and shorter.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 Complete number sequences of counting forwards /backwards in 1’s, 2’s, 5s and 10s up to 100.
 2D shapes and 3D objects: circle, square, rectangle, triangle, boxes and balls.

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

8 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart

Revise: Months of the year, 

days of the week.

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count 

objects: 1–100.

Count forwards /backward 

in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up 

to 100.

Order numbers smallest to 

greatest.

Compare numbers more/

less than and equal to.

COUNTING 5 min

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

Double/half of a number 

with answers up to 30.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read number symbols 

0–100.

Write number symbols 

0–100.

Write number names: 

0–25.

Add the same number 

repeatedly to 20.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Orders whole numbers 

to 25.

Written addition and 

subtraction 0–20.

Problem solving: Repeated 

addition, subtraction

Place value: tens and units

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 Read number symbols: 0–100.
 Write number symbols: 0–100.
 Orders whole numbers to 25 (before/after/between, smallest and greatest
 Ordinal numbers fi rst to tenth.
 Written addition and subtraction: 0–20.

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

9 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count objects: 1–100.

Count forwards /backward 

in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up 

to 100.

COUNTING 5 min

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–10.

Multiplication of 2

Repeated addition

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read number symbols: 

0–100.

Write number symbols: 

0–100.

Write number names: 

0–25.

Odd and even numbers: 

0–25.

Time: Read and write 

analogue time in hours 

and half hours/talk about 

the passing of time.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Building up and breaking 

down of two-digit 

numbers using fl ard cards.

Place value

Problem solving: Grouping 

and sharing.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 Read time in hour and half hours.
 Write time in hour and half hours.

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

10 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Functions and 

algebra

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count objects: 1– 100.

Count forwards /backward 

in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up 

to 100.

COUNTING 5 min

Addition and subtraction 

facts: 0–20.

Multiplication of 5.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Ordinal numbers 1st to 

10th 

Money: calculate change 

from R1, R2, R5, R10, R20, 

R50.

Time: analogue time in 

hours and half hours

Length: shorter/ tallest/

longest

Shape: 3-D objects that roll 

and slide.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Revision of time and 

money.

Problem solving: Grouping 

and sharing.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

1 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart and weather chart

Revise: days of the week 

and months of the year Gr 2

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count in 1s ,2s, 5s in range 

1–100

Count In 10s in range 

1–200

COUNTING 5 min

Ordering of numbers in 

range 0–99

Multiples of 10 in range 

0–200

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Halving numbers between 

0–99

Time: analogue clocks- 

hours, half hours and 

quarter hours

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Addition and subtraction

Recognise number 

symbols: 0–200

Read and write number 

names: 0–100

Number line

Problem solving: Addition 

and subtraction in range 

0–99

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

2 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Function and 

Algebra

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

Time: tomorrow, yesterday 

and today

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count objects 

in range 0–200.

Count in 2s forwards and 

backwards in range 2–100.

Count in 10s forwards 

and backwards in range 

10–100.

Odd and even numbers in 

range 0–99.

COUNTING 5 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Adding and subtraction in 

range 0–99.

Multiples of 10 in range 

0–200.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Number patterns: Count in 

multiples of 2s and 10s.

Money: Rands and cents

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Double and halve numbers 

in range 0–99.

Relationships between 

addition and subtraction.

Compare numbers: smaller 

than/greater than, less/

more than.

Problem solving: time and 

halving (sharing in 2s)

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

3 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Function and 

Algebra

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count objects 

in range 0–200.

Count in 2s forwards and 

backwards in range 2–100.

Count in 10s forwards 

and backwards in range 

10–100.

Counting forwards and 

backwards in multiples 

of 2 and 5 starting from a 

number other than 2 or 5. 

COUNTING 5 min

Relationship between 

addition and subtraction.

Addition and subtraction 

facts to 20.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Geometric patterns: 

shapes and colours

Time: analogue clocks- 

hours, half hours and 

quarter of an hour; 

calculate length of time 

and passing of time.

Data handling: birthday 

chart and weather graph

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Breaking down and 

building up of numbers.

Number recognition

Problem solving: money, 

addition and subtraction.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

4 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Function and 

Algebra

Space and 

Shape

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart, days of the week, 

months of the year, early/

late

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count in 2s forwards and 

backwards in range 2–100.

Count in 3’s forwards and 

backwards in range 3–99.

Count in 10s forwards 

and backwards in range 

10–100.

Count objects by grouping 

in 2s, 3s, 5s and 10s up to 

200.

COUNTING 5 min

Addition and subtraction 

facts to 20.

Order numbers

Double and half of 

numbers in range 0–99.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

2–D Shapes: circles, 

triangles, squares and 

rectangles

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Number line

Number patterns in 2s, 3s, 

5s and 10s

Subtraction

Problem solving: time, 

capacity

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 2–D Shapes: identify circles, triangles, squares and rectangles

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

5 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Function and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart, seasons, weather 

change, public holidays

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count 

objects by grouping in 2s, 

3s, 5s and 10s in range 

0–200.

Count in 2s in range 2–200.

Count in 3s in range 3–99.

Count in 10s in range 

10–200.

COUNTING 5 min

Adding and subtracting 

multiples of 10.

Double numbers on 

number lines.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read and write number 

symbols to 200.

Counting in multiples of 3.

Capacity

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Adding and subtracting 

multiples of 10.

Doubling of numbers

Breaking down and 

building up two-digit 

numbers.

Problem solving: repeated 

addition, multiplication

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 Capacity: Non–standardised measures e.g. spoons and cups: Practical measurement tasks
 Estimate and count objects by grouping in 2s, 3s, 5s and 10s in range 0–200: Oral assessment.

6 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Function and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart, read dates on the 

calendar

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count objects 

up to 200 by grouping.

Count in 4s in range 4–100.

Count in 5s in range 5–200.

COUNTING 5 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Counting forwards and 

backwards from any given 

number between 100–200 

in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s.

Read and write number 

symbols up to 250.

Read number names of 

numbers up to 250.

Write number names: 

0–100.

Order numbers: 0–99; 

mere/less than, smallest/

greatest, after/before and 

between.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Relationship between 

addition and subtraction

Multiplication

Place value: decompose a 

two-digit number in range 

0–99.

Time: tell time on 

analogue clock in hours, 

half hours and quarter 

hours.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Order numbers

Multiplication

Problem solving: money

Problem solving: equal 

sharing and grouping that 

leads to fractions

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 Time – calendar, birthday chart; read dates on the calendar.
 Tell time on analogue clock in hours, half hours and quarter hours.
 Problem solving: solve money problems.

7 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Function and 

Algebra

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count forwards and 

backwards:

Count in 3s in range 3–99.

Count in 4s in range 4–100.

COUNTING 5 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Double numbers in range 

1–20

Complete number 

sequences up to 200.

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Fractions: unitary and 

non-unitary fractions- half, 

quarters, three quarters, 

two quarters

Compare and order 

numbers 0–200.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Place value: breaking 

down and building up 

two-digit numbers.

Number patterns: 2s, 3’s, 

4’s, 5s, 10s up to 200.

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 Complete number sequences to 200.
 Compare and order numbers 0–200.
 Place Value: Break down and build up two-digit numbers.

8 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Estimate and count by 

grouping.

Count in 3s in range 3–99

Count in 100s up to 500.

Number pattern of 3s 

and 100s.

Read and write number 

symbols up to 200.

Compare numbers to 200.

COUNTING 5 min

Compare numbers to 200. MENTAL MATHS 10 min

Read and write number 

symbols to 200.

Data handling: 

Organise, represent and 

analyse data.

Write number sentences 

with addition up to 99.

Use a number line.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

Use a number line.

Place value: two-digit 

numbers

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction up to 99.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

Assessment Task 1: 
 Read and write number symbols to 200- oral and written.
 Write number sentences with addition up to 99 –written task.
 Problem solving: addition and subtraction up to 99- practical task.

9 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Space and 

Shape

Measurement

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, birthday 

chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Count in 2s and 5s from 

0–200.

Count in 10s up to 200.

Count in 100s up to 500.

Count in 4s in range 4–200.

Number patterns: 

multiples of 2s, 4s, 5s, 10s 

and 100s.

COUNTING 5 min

Describe, compare and 

order numbers to 99.

Double and halve numbers 

(revision)

MENTAL MATHS 10 min

2–D shapes

Fractions: unitary and 

non-unitary fractions ½, ¼ 

and 2/3

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

10 min

Breaking down and 

building up two-digit 

numbers.

Doubling numbers

Addition and subtraction

Problem solving: capacity

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

60 min

continued …
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WEEK CONTENT 

AREA

CONTENT/TOPIC COMPONENT DAILY TIME PER 

COMPONENT

TIME PER 

DAY

10 Numbers, 

Operations and 

Relationships

Patterns, 

Function and 

Algebra

Measurement

Data Handling

Register

Class list

Names of learners

Time: calendar, 

birthday chart

DAILY ROUTINE 3–5 min 90 min

Counting in 1s from 1–200 

forward and backward 

from any given number.

Count in 100’s in range 

1–500.

COUNTING 30 min

Describe, compare and 

order numbers to 200.

MENTAL MATHS 15 min

Capacity: Non-

standardised measures e.g. 

spoons and cups.

Data handling: 

Collect, represent and 

analyse data.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT

Whole class

 20 min

Halving

Place value

Problem solving: addition 

and subtraction on 

number lines.

CONCEPT 

DEVELOPMENT 

/PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Group teaching

20 min
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6. Lesson plans for TERM 1: Grade 2

WEEK 1 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–30.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

Measurement Time: today, yesterday, tomorrow

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day after tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons).

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

 Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Using a number chart, learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 30

2s up to 30

5s up to 30

10s up to 50 

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Point to a number on the number chart. Ask learners what number comes 

before/after the number. Do this a few times using diff erent numbers within 

the number range 0–10.

Number chart
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise number names one to ten.

Learners have their number chart in front of them. Flash a number name 

and learners fi nd the corresponding number on their number chart.
 Revise shapes learnt in Grade 1.

Hold up a 2-D shape picture and ask learners to name the shape.

Number chart

Number symbols

2-D shape pictures

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Weather chart

Small weather 

symbols.

Concept Development (10 min)

Introduce the weather chart.

Teach the following 

vocabulary:sunny, cloudy, partly 

cloudy, rainy, cold and thunder.

Concept Development (10 min)

Introduce the weather chart.

Teach the following vocabulary:

sunny, cloudy, partly cloudy, rainy, 

cold and thunder.

Problem Solving (15 min)

It rained for 3 days in the second 

week of January and for 5 days in 

the third week. How many rainy days 

were there?

Problem Solving (15 min)

In January it was cloudy for 2 days in 

the fi rst week and for 4 days in the 

second week. How many cloudy days 

were there in January?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 4–5.

 Learners fi ll in the numbers on a number chart with number ranges 

1–30.
 Learners do the worksheet in the DBE Workbook page 4–5: counting the 

objects in the range 0–50.
 Learners must fi ll in the empty spaces.
 Share the dots and patches equally.

 
4

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

eyes

dots

patches

2

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 1

2
Counting

eyes

dots

patches

Fill in the empty spaces.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

511 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

eyes

dots

patches

eyes

dots

patches

Share the dots and 
patches equally.

=
=

=
=

Group 2

Give the learners a worksheet to complete:
 Learners join the dots to fi nd the picture within the number range 0–20.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Ask learners to count diff erent objects at home:

Learners count the spoons in their kitchen drawers.

Learners count the pegs on their washing lines.

Real objects at 

home

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 1 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–30

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day after tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar forma)t

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Using a number chart, learners count forwards and backwards in:

1s up to 30

2s up to 30

5s up to 30

10s up to 50

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Point to a number on the number chart. Ask learners what number 

comes before/after the number. 
 Which number is one more/or one less than the number? Do this a few 

times using diff erent numbers within the number range 0–10.

Number chart
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise number names one to ten.

Learners have their number charts in front of them. Flash a number word 

and learners fi nd the corresponding number on their number charts.
 Revise shape names: circle, square, triangle and rectangle. Learners draw 

shapes on their slates/paper etc.

Number chart

Number name 

cards

Slates/paper

pencils/chalk

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Weather chart

Small weather 

symbols

Concept Development (10 min)

Introduce the weather chart.
Teach the following vocabulary: 
sunny, cloudy, partly cloudy, rainy, 
cold and thunder. 

Concept Development (10 min)

Revise the weather chart and the 

vocabulary: sunny, cloudy, partly 

cloudy, rainy, cold and thunder.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Sam has 6 marbles. Petrus has 4 

marbles. How many marbles do they 

have altogether?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Kathy has 9 bananas. She eats 4. How 

many are left?

Slates/paper/

books/ pencils/

chalk

NOTE: Encourage learners to draw the problems by drawing lines to 

represent objects.

ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Teacher may use 

any other relevant 

worksheet

Worksheet

Learners complete a worksheet based on colours and shapes.
 Colour shapes accordingly red, blue, green, orange and yellow. Count 

how many shapes there are of each colour.

Group 1

Learners complete a worksheet based on number symbols and names. 

(0 zero-10 ten)
 Complete the number symbols and number names.(0–10)
 Draw the number of dots.
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Ask learners to count diff erent objects at home:

 Learners count the number of shoes in their house.
 Learners count the number of people living with them.

Real objects

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 1 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–30.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1

Measurement Time: today, yesterday, tomorrow

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day after tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Using a number chart learners count forwards and backwards in:

1s up to 30.

2s up to 30.

5s up to 30.

10s up to 50. 

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Flash number symbol cards 1–10. Learners hold up the correct number of 

fi ngers.

Ask learners to hold up 4 fi ngers. Then ask: How many more fi ngers to make 

10? Repeat this a few times using diff erent numbers.

Number symbol 

cards
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise shapes: triangle, circle, square and rectangle.
 Revise the concepts : big and small.

Discuss which shapes have round/curved edges and which shapes have 

straight edges.
 Give the following instructions : Draw 3 big circles and 2 small circles. 

Draw 4 small triangles and 3 big squares. Learners count the number of 

shapes according to the teacher’s instructions.
 How many big circles / small triangles / big squares are there?

Real shapes either 

plastic or made 

from cardboard

Slates 

Pencils/chalk

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

CalendarConcept Development (10 min)

Give learners a January calendar 

page and ask them to identify certain 

dates, e.g. Today is? Tomorrow will 

be? Yesterday was? 

Learners can be asked other 

questions pertaining to this month, 

e.g. On what date did school start 

this year?

Concept Development (10 min)

Give learners the a January calendar 

page and ask them to identify certain 

dates, e.g. Today is? Tomorrow will 

be? Yesterday was? 

Learners can be asked other 

questions pertaining to this month, 

e.g. On what date did school start 

this year?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Andy has 10 circles. Bobby has 4 

fewer circles. How many circles does 

Bobby have?

Problem Solving (15 min)

There are 8 triangles and 5 squares. 

How many fewer squares are there 

than triangles?

Slates

Pencils/chalk

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 16–17

Exercise book or 

clean white paper.

Pencils

Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook page 16–17.

Learners colour the shapes accordingly.

Indicate whether the shapes have straight or curved corners.

16

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

straight curved straight curved straight curved

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 2

8
Shapes

Colour the rectangles blue, the circles red and the triangles yellow.

Colour all the big circles red, the rectangles blue and the small triangles yellow.

Are the sides straight or round? Colour in the correct answer.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

1711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Draw the other wing of the 
butterflies.

Group 2

Ask learners to draw a house using diff erent shapes. They must colour it in 

accordingly: triangle – red, square – green, rectangle – blue.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners draw the diff erent shapes in sand:

triangle, circle, square and rectangle. Sand

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 1 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–30.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Geometric patterns

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

Measurement Time: today, yesterday, tomorrow

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

months of the year 

fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss Use a number chart, learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 30

2s up to 30

5s up to 30

10s up to 50 

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise number symbols up to 10. Show a number card. Learners hold up 

the correct number of fi ngers and show the correct number name.
 Revise bonds of 10. Ask: ------ + 4= 10, ------+5=10 etc. Learners write their 

answers and then hold it up for the teacher to see.

Flashcards

1 one

2 two

3 three

4 four

5 fi ve

6 six

7 seven

8 eight

9 nine

10 ten

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise colours and shapes by holding a string and threading diff erent 

coloured shape beads, e.g. fi rst 3 red circle beads, then 3 blue square 

beads, etc. Learners read the pattern together e.g. red circle bead, red 

circle bead, blue square bead, blue square bead, blue square bead, etc.
 Learners can then thread their own strings and their peers can call out 

the pattern.
 Teacher let learners clap a pattern by following the instructions 

according to the shape pattern.

1 clap 2 claps 1 clap 2 claps

 Use the DBE Workbook page 56. Learners look at the shape pattern and 

clap the pattern. Each colour shape represents the number of claps e.g. 

red circle = 1 clap, purple circle= 2 claps

String

Coloured shape 

beads

DBE Workbook 

page 56-57
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Calendar
Concept Development (10 min)

Give learners e a f January calendar 

page and ask them to identify certain 

dates, e.g. Today is? Tomorrow will 

be? Yesterday was? 

Learners can be asked other 

questions pertaining to this month, 

e.g. On what date did school start 

this year?

Concept Development (10 min)

Give learners a January calendar 

page and ask them to identify certain 

dates, e.g. Today is? Tomorrow will 

be? Yesterday was? 

Learners can be asked other 

questions pertaining to this month, 

e.g. On what date did school start 

this year?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Themba has 9 sweets. She eats some 

and now has 5 left. How many sweets 

did she eat?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Susan has 6 biscuits. She gives 2 

biscuits to her sister. How many 

biscuits does she have now?

Slates

Chalk

ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Worksheet

DBE Workbook 

page 56–57

Learners complete a worksheet based on tracing shapes, copying the shape 

pattern and extending the shape pattern.

Group 1

Learners complete DBE Workbooks pages 56–57

Copy the shape pattern by using the stickers cut-out 4 in the DBE Workbook.

Copy the shape and colour patterns.

56

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 7

27

Clap the pattern.

clap
clap
clap clap

clap
clap clap

clap
clap clap

clap
clap clap

clap
clap clap

clap
clap
clap

clap
clap
clap clap

clap
clap

clap
clap
clap clap

clap
clap

clap
clap
clap clap

clap
clap

Copy the pattern. Use Cut-out 4.

 Make your own picture from the left-over beads. Use Cut-out 4.

Patterns

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

5711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Copy the following patterns.

Copy the patterns.
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners use sticks/matchsticks to form diff erent shapes:

triangle, circle, square and rectangle.

Sticks/matchsticks

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 1 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–30.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

Measurement Time

Data Handling Collect and organise data.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: yesterday, tomorrow and yesterday.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Completes the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss Using number chart learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 30

2s up to 30

5s up to 30

10s up to 50 

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Revise number symbols up to 10 by showing number name cards and 

learners hold up the correct number card. Do this with diff erent number 

name cards.

Revise number bonds up to 10. Give the learners a number sentence e.g. 6 

plus 3 equals how many? 

Learners write the answers on their slates or in their books.

Flashcards

1 one

2 two

3 three

4 four

5 fi ve

6 six

7 seven

8 eight

9 nine

10 ten

Slates

Chalk

ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Give learners a January calendar page and ask them to identify certain 

dates, e.g. Today is? Tomorrow will be? Yesterday was? 
 Ask learners other questions pertaining to this month, e.g. On which 

date did school start this year?
 Discuss the weather chart. Ask questions e.g. How many sunny days 

have we had so far? How many rainy days have we had so far? 
 Learners count out diff erent objects and place the correct number 

symbol card and number name card next to it. Learners do this with 

diff erent amounts of objects.
 Update the birthday chart.
 Together with the class make a summary of the weather chart for the 

past week.

Calendar

Weather chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 2 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and Months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss Using a number chart learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 50

2s up to 30

5s up to 50

10s up to 50 

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Point to a number on the number chart. Ask learners what number 

comes before/after the number.
 Do this a few times using diff erent numbers within the number range 

0–20.

Number chart
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Display a number chart. Point to a specifi c number. Ask learners to read 

the number symbol. Use the number range 0–50.
 Display number name chart. Point to a specifi c number name. Ask 

learners to read the number name. Use the number range 0–50.
 Repeat these a few times pointing to diff erent numbers and 

number names.
 Introduce the birthday chart. Explain that there are 12 months in the 

year which is why there are 12 birthday charts on the wall. Eachchart 

represents a month of the year: January, February, March, April, May, 

June, July, August, September, October, November, and December. Hand 

out number cards with numbers from 1–12 to learners and ask them to 

number the months 1–12 by placing the correct number at each month. 

Example of a birthday chart:

25 JANUARY

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

Sam

26 27

28 29 30 31

Number symbols

Number names 

Calendar

ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K Group 1, 2, 3

Give learners a worksheet based on the months of the year.

Complete a number pattern in twos from 0–50.

Learners complete the worksheet.

Worksheet

Bottle tops

Class workbooks
Group 2

Learners count out 50 bottle tops into groups of 5. They then write the 

number pattern of counting in 5s in their class workbooks.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Counters/bottle 

tops

Birthday chart

Small name cards

Concept Development (10 min)
 Put a pile of concrete objects 

e.g. counters, in front of each 

learner. Ask them to count in 

2s until they have 50objects/

counters.
 Introduce the birthday chart. 

Have a name card for each 

learner to use on the birthday 

chart. Learners receive a name 

card to place on the birthday 

calendar. Start at January and 

continue until all learners in the 

group have placed their card on 

the chart.

Concept Development (10 min)
 Put a pile of concrete objects 

e.g. counters, in front of each 

learner. Learners count in 1s up 

to 50.
 Introduce the birthday chart. 

Have a name card for each 

learner to use on the birthday 

chart. Learners receive a name 

card to place on the birthday 

calendar. Start at January and 

continue until all learners in the 

group have placed their card on 

the chart.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Themba has 4 cars and each car has 4 

wheels. How many wheels are there?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Moeketsi has 6 pencils and Palesa 

gives her 3 more. How many does 

Palesa have?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Note: Encourage learners to draw problems on their slates/paper, using 

numbers where they can.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Ask learners to fi nd out the birthdays of the members of their families. Homework book

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 2 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns: twos, fi ves, tens

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss Using a number chart learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 50

2s up to 30

5s up to 50

10s up to 50 

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Recognise and read number symbols up to 50 on a number line or 

number chart.
 Flash a number card and ask learners to put a unifi x block on the correct 

number symbol on their number charts. Ask which number comes 

before/after the number.

Number chart

Number line

Unifi x blocks
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise numbers 11 and 12.
 Show numbers symbol 11 and learners place the correct number of 

counters next to the number.
 Ask learners how 11 can be made e.g. is is 1 more than 10, it is 9 + 2 and 

so on. Encourage each learner to give you diff erent combinations of 

numbers that make 11.
 Do the same with the number 12.

Flashcards

11 eleven

12 twelve

Counters

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Counters/bottle 

tops

Birthday chart

Small name cards

Concept Development (10 min)
 Put a pile of concrete objects 

e.g. counters, in front of each 

learner. Ask them to count out 

50 counters. Now let them count 

backwards in 2s by putting two 

counters at a time back into the 

pile
 Revise the birthday chart. Have 

a name card for each learner 

to use on the birthday chart. 

Learners receive a name card to 

place on the birthday calendar. 

Start at January and continue 

until all learners in the group 

have placed their cards on 

the chart

Concept Development (10 min)
 Put a pile of concrete objects 

e.g. counters, in front of each 

learner. Ask them to count out 

50 counters. Now let them count 

backwards in 1s by putting one 

counter at a time back into the 

pile
 Learners pack out 11 counters 

in diff erent ways. E.g. 10 + 1, 

9 + 2, 8 + 3 etc. Ask diff erent 

learners to tell you what their 

combination is.
 Learners do the same with 

number 12.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 There are 7 days in a week. How 

many days in 2 weeks?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Masego has 10 ice lollies. She 

gives her friend 3. How many 

lollies does she have now?

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils

Note: Encourage 

learners to draw 

problems on their 

slates/paper, using 

numbers where 

they can
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ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Groups 1, 2, 3

Give learners a worksheet based on counting in multiples of tens and

completion of addition sums within the number range 0–50.

Learners complete the worksheet. 

Worksheet

Pencils

Number

Dice

Group 1

Learners play a game. They take it in turns to throw a dice twice. Everyone in 

the group writes down the two numbers and adds them.

The learner who threw the dice then says the number sentence with the 

answer e.g. 6 + 4 = 10.Learners mark their own work.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Ask learners to do the following homework:

Collect 11 stones and practise number bonds of 11.

 e.g. 5 + 6 = 11

Stones

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 2 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Repeated addition

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

Measurement Time

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Using a number chart learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 50

2s up to 30

5s up to 50

10s up to 50 

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Learners have to add single digit numbers onto ten e.g. 10 + 1, 10 + 2, 

10 = 3 , etc. Call out the numbers and learners write the answers on their 

slates/paper.

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise odd and even numbers (1–50).
 Learners look at the number chart and as they count together they say 

the even numbers out loud. 
 Continue to revise odd and even numbers (0–20) by calling out random 

numbers. Learners must clap whenever they hear an even number.
 The same is done with odd numbers.
 Repeat the activity, but this time learners clap if it’s an even number and 

click if it’s an odd number.

Number chart

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

CountersConcept Development (10 min)
 Put a pile of concrete objects 

e.g. counters, in front of each 

learner. Ask them to count out 

50 counters. Now let them count 

backwards in 5s by putting fi ve 

counters at a time back into the 

pile
 Revise repeated addition. Ask 

learners to put out 10 counters, 

grouped into 2s. Discuss how 

this can be written. Let a learner 

write it on the chalkboard i.e. 

2+2+2+2+2=10. Do the same 

with 20 and grouping counters 

into 5. Let a learner write it on 

the chalkboard i.e. 5+5+5+5=20

Concept Development (10 min)
 Put a pile of concrete objects 

e.g. counters, in front of each 

learner. Ask them to count out 

50 counters. Now let them count 

backwards in 2s by putting two 

counters at a time back into 

the pile
 Revise doubling. Ask what 

doubling means. It is to have 2 

of the same e.g. 2 apples and 2 

apples, or 5 sweets and 5 sweets. 

When you double a number you 

add the same number twice e.g. 

4 + 4 = 8. Learners use counters 

to pack out double of a number 

e.g. double 1 is 2, double 4 is 8, 

double 6 is 12, etc. Give learners 

a few examples to do.

Group 1 Group 3

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils
Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.

Maria has 10 triangles. Bontle has 3 

less. How many triangles does Bontle 

have?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.

Naledi has 5 dolls. Mpho has the 

same number of dolls. How many 

dolls are there?
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 10–11

Slates/Paper/

exercise book

Learners complete the addition and subtraction worksheet in the DBE 

Workbook page 10–11. 

(Number range 0–20)

10

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Calculate.

+ +

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 2

5
Addition and subtraction

Add and substract.

 +  =  

9 +  8 =    17

18  –  8 = 

 +  =  

 +  =  

6 + 5 =   

8 + 7 =  

6 + 4 =  

8 + 9 =   

3 + 8 =  

8 + 4 =  

12 – 5 =   

16 – 9 =  

6 – 4 =  

11 + 3 =   

9 – 5 =  

8 – 4 =  Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

1111 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 =   

3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 

5 + 5 = 

Add.

Calculate.

2 + 2 + 2 =   

4 + 4 = 

5 + 5 + 5 = 

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 =   

4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 

1 + 1 + 1 = 

+ + + =

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8

+ + =

+ + =

+ + + + =

+ + + + =

+ + + =

+ + + =

+ =

+ =

2 +  2 +  2 +  2 +  2 + 2

Group 2

Learners write all the odd numbers between 0–20 in red.

Learners write all the even numbers between 0–20 in blue.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners must add any 2 digits to make a total of 20. 

They must have 7 or more diff erent combinations. 

Homework book

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 2 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Geometric patterns

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

Measurement Time

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons).

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Teacher completes 

the class register on 

a daily basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss Using a number chart learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 50

2s up to 50

5s up to 50

10s up to 50 

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Write 3 numbers between 1–20 on the chalkboard e.g. 19, 2 and 7. Ask 

learners to write the numbers on their slates/paper, from the biggest to 

the smallest and vice versa.
 Repeat the activity a few times.

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Chalkboard
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

2D shapes: Round or straight sides
 Revise 2-D shapes. Discuss sides–round/straight. Count the number of 

sides on diff erent shapes.
 Revise 3-D objects: balls and boxes. Show learners what each one 

looks like and then ask them if they can see any balls or boxes in the 

classroom.

2-D shapes square

circle

square

rectangle

triangle

3-D objects– balls/

boxes.

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Counters/Bottle 

tops

Balls

Boxes

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners use counters to count 

in 10s backwards from 50 to 0.
 Show learners some balls and 

boxes. Ask why they think some 

objects roll and others slide. 

Elicit from the learners that the 

ones that roll have curved edges 

and the ones that slide have 

straight edges.
 Learners can try to stack balls 

and then boxes. This will allow 

them to discover why they can’t 

stack balls.

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners use concrete objects to 

count in 2s from 0 to 50.
 Put out 4/5 balls of diff erent 

sizes. Ask learners to order them 

from the biggest to the smallest 

and vice versa. Do the same with 

boxes.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Vuyo eats 4 sweets on Monday. 

He eats the same number on 

Tuesday. How many sweets did 

he eat in 2 days?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 There are 15 sweets. Puleng eats 

6 sweets. How many are left

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbooks 

page 68–69

Magazines

The learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbooks page 68–69.

Focus of worksheet is:

Order and compare numbers 1–40; 1–50

Smaller than, bigger than

Odd and even numbers

68

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 2
 –

 W
ee

k 1

33

Who has more oranges? Who has more apples?

Look at the beads and answer the questions.

What number is smaller than 8? 

What number is bigger than 13?  

What number is smaller than 20?  

What number is smaller than 24?  

Order and compare numbers: 1  –40

Fill in the empty boxes on the bead count.

1 2 3 4 5 7 10

12 16 18

21 25 26 30

31 36 40

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

6911 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Which odd number comes just after 10?

Which even number comes just before 10?

Write down the even numbers between 14 and 24.

Write down the odd numbers between 5 and 15. 

Which odd number comes just after 21? 

Which even number comes just before 24? 

Write down the even numbers between 20 and 30. 

Write down the odd numbers between 20 and 30. 

Colour the numbers that are smaller than 10 in blue and bigger than 10 in red. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Colour the numbers that are smaller than 30 and bigger than 24 in green.

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Colour the numbers that are smaller than 40 and bigger than 36 in yellow.

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Colour the even numbers yellow and the odd numbers green.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

Group 1

Learners cut out numbers from a magazine. They order them from biggest to 

smallest and vice versa. Number range 0–50.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners write multiples of 2s from 0–50. Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 2 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Addition and subtraction on a 

number line.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the calendar.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss Using a number chart learners count forwards & backwards in:

1s up to 50

2s up to 50

5s up to 50

10s up to 50 

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise number words and symbols from one 1 to twelve 12. 
 Flash number symbols and learners write number words and vice versa.
 Ask number bonds up to 13. Ask 8 + 1 =/ 1 + 8 = ?also 2 + 9 = / 9 + 2 = ? 

and 7 + 1 =/ 1 + 7 =? Ask learners if they notice anything. 
 The answers are the same but it is easier to add if we put the larger 

number fi rst and then count on. Do a few more examples with learners. 

Number names

Number symbols

Slates/paper
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ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise number lines. Draw the number line on the chalkboard. Remove 

some numbers from the number line and ask learners to fi ll it in. 
 Give learners addition and subtraction sums.
 Learners come to the chalkboard and use the number line to fi nd 

the answer. 
 Give learners a blank number line.
 Ask them to fi ll in numbers 0–20. Learners paste these number lines on 

their desks.
 Learners use their number lines to do a few addition and 

subtraction sums.

Chalkboard

Number lines

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 3 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

What is the date today? 

What was the date yesterday?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and Months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many girls are 

absent today?

How many girls are 

present?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Using a number chart learners count forwards & backwards in multiples 

of 2 and 5 up to 50. 
 Place a marker on the number as the learners say it, then ask questions 

such as:
 how many twos in twenty?
 how many fi ves in twenty?
 how many twos in thirty?
 how many fi ves in thirty?

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Point to a number in the range 5-30 on the number chart. Ask learners:
 what is 1 more?
 what is 1 less?
 what is 2 more?
 what is 2 less?
 what is 5 more?
 what is 5 less?

Learners answer orally.
 Repeat this with two or three other numbers depending on the time.

Number chart

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise number names one to ten. Learners have their number charts in 

front of them. 
 Flash a number name and learners fi nd the corresponding number on 

their number charts and place a counter on it.
 Revise number symbols 0–50. Point to a number on the number chart. 
 Ask learners to tell you what the number is. Do this a few times within 

the number range 0– 50.

Number names

Number chart

Counters

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Blank number line

Pencils
Concept Development (10 min)

Learners fi ll in a blank number line 

with intervals of one starting from 0 

up to 30. Give learners an addition 

sum. Ask learners to show you where 

they will start and in which direction 

they will jump. They should tell 

you that they must jump forwards 

because it is an addition sum e.g.
 9 + 6 = Start at number 9, jump 

forward 6 times , landing on 

number 15 Therefore 9 + 6 = 15

Concept Development (10 min)

Learners fi ll in a blank number line 

with intervals of one starting from 0 

up to 15. Ask them to fi nd the answer 

to a riddle e.g.
 I am a number greater than 7 

but less than 9. What number 

am I?
 I am a number between 13 and 

15. What number am I?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Sipho has 6 sweets. Bongi has 

double the number of sweets. 

How many sweets does Bongi 

have?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Ivan has 8 cars. His friend gives 

him some more. Now he has 

14 cars. How many cars did his 

friend give him?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

Page 34–35

Clay

Learners complete the work in the DBE Workbook page 34–35 based on 

numbers before, after and between a given number.

34

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

before               between              after

before               between              after

10 13

13 16

2 5

12 15 17 20

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 5

17

Which number is before 8 ?  _________________________________________________________ .
Which number is after 16 ? ___________________________________________________________ .
Which numbers are between 8  and 12 ? ______________________________________________ .

Before, after and between

Write the correct numbers in the squares.

Fill in the missing numbers.

Discuss the numbers in the blocks using the words before, between and after.

4 6 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

20 25

21 43 65 87 109 1211 1413 1615 1817 2019 2221 2423 25

e.g. Each red ball is 
between two blue balls.

before               between              after

before              between           after

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

3511 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Write all the numbers that are on the yellow beads. 
What do we call the numbers on the yellow beads?

Write all the numbers that are on the pink beads. 
What do we call the numbers on the pink beads?

Divide the yellow beads between the children wearing yellow. 
How many beads does each get?  . Are there any beads left?  .
Divide the pink beads between the children wearing pink. 
How many beads does each get?  . Are there any beads left?  .

Colour the numbers between 14 and 17 blue. Colour the number before 14 red. 
Colour the number after 17 yellow.

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Answer the following questions.

Write three even numbers that come just after 12? 
Write three odd numbers that come just after 14? 
Which odd numbers come between 10 and 16? 
Write down the even numbers between 8 and 18. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Group 2

Learners use clay to form 2-D shapes. They fi rst form: circle, square, rectangle 

and triangle. Once they have done this they may make any shape they like 

and build a picture with clay shapes.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Learners write number names 1–10 in their homework books.

Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 3 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Introduce numbers 13 and 14.

Patterns, functions and algebra Number patterns

Space and shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1.

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

What will the date be tomorrow?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many boys are 

absent today?

How many boys are 

present?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Learners count in ones, but when they say a number that is a multiple of 

two they clap their hands. 
 Repeat this, but this time clap hands when the number is a multiple 

of fi ve.
 Learners will count in 5s to 100 while learners take turns to slide the 

correct number of beads across on the abacus.

Abacus

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Point to any 2 numbers on the number chart. Ask learners which one is the 

bigger/smaller number. Do this a few times using diff erent numbers within 

the number range 0–50. Choose diff erent learners to give you the answer.

Number chart

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Introduce number 13. Tell learners that the number is 13. Each learner has a 

turn to tell you something about the number e.g. learners can say 9 plus 4 

equals 13, or or 13 is 10 plus 3, etc.

Repeat the activity with the number 14.

Flashcards

13 thirteen

14 fourteen

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Empty number lineConcept Development (10 min)

Learners fi ll in a blank empty number 

line with intervals of 1 starting at 0 

up to 30. Give learners an addition 

sum. Ask learners to show you where 

they will start and in which direction 

they will jump. They should tell 

you that they must jump forwards 

because it is an addition sum e.g.

9 + 6 = Start at number 9, jump 

forward 6 times , landing on number 

15 therefore 9 + 6 = 15

Concept Development (10 min)

Learners fi ll in a blanknumber line 

with intervals of 1 starting at 0 up to 

15.Give learners an addition sum. Ask 

learners to show you where they will 

start and in which direction they will 

jump. They should tell you that they 

must jump forwards because it is an 

addition sum. e.g.

8 + 4 = Start at number 8, jump 

forward 4 times , landing on number 

12 Therefore 8 + 4 = 12

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 18 children were given the fl u 

vaccination. The next day half as 

many children were vaccinated. 

How many children were 

vaccinated on the second day?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Susan has some sweets. She eats 

4. Now she has 10 sweets left. 

How many sweets did she eat?

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

Page 66–67

Slates/Paper

2-D shape 

templates

Learners complete the worksheets in the DBE Workbook page 66 and 67. 

Learners must identify balls, boxes and cylinders and say which can slide and 

which can roll.

66

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 8

32

Colour all the balls red, the boxes blue and the cylinders green.

straight edges straight edges straight edges

curved edges curved edges curved edges

3 dimensional objects

Choose the correct answer.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

6711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Say if the object will roll or slide.

roll

slide

How many of these objects do you see in the picture: cylinders, boxes and balls?

Draw your own picture using balls, boxes and cylinders.

roll

slide

roll

slide

Group 1

Learners complete the following activity on their slates/paper.

Learners can be given diff erent sizes of circles and squares (templates). They 

must create simple pictures with these shapes e.g. a circle can be an orange, 

clock, the earth, the sun, the square can be a bag, table, desk etc. Use circles 

or squares to create shape pictures e.g. a cat, a snowman, a dice, a box etc.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners draw circles and squares free hand in their homework books. Colour 

the circles and squares. Write the word circle and square under each shape.

Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 3 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 0–100

Counting in multiples of 2s, 5s up to 50 

and 10s up to 100.

Numbers after, before and between a 

given number.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Problem solving: Addition and Subtraction

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What will the date be in three day’s time?

What was the date three days ago?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and Months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Give each learner a small square of paper. Tell them to write any number 

between 20 and 35 on the paper.
 Choose a learner to start counting forwards in 2s from the number on 

his/her paper. When you clap your hands, the learner stops and the next 

learner starts counting in 2s from the number on his/her paper. Repeat 

this until all the learners have had a chance to count.

Small squares of 

paper

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Point to a number on the number chart. Ask learners what number is 

before it and after it. Number range 0–10. 
 Point to any 2 numbers on the number chart. Ask learners what number 

is between them? Number range 0–10.

Number chart

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise number, word and picture of numbers to 14. 
 Give each learner a piece of squared paper. If there is no margin, learners 

must draw a margin. 
 After they have written the date at the top of the page, learners write the 

numbers 1 to 14 under each other, each number on the next line. 
 They then colour the correct number of squares e.g. next to where they 

have written 5, they colour 5 squares. 
 They can also write the word fi ve.

Squared paper

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Blank number line

pencils

Concept Development (10 min)

Learners fi ll in a blank number line 

with intervals of one starting with 0 

up to 30. Give learners a subtraction 

sum. Ask learners to show you 

where they will start and in which 

direction they will jump. Learners 

should tell you that they must jump 

backwards because it is a subtraction 

sum e.g.9 – 6 = Start at number 9, 

jump backward 6 times , landing on 

number 3 Therefore 

9 – 6 = 3

Concept Development (10 min)

Learners fi ll in a blank number line 

with intervals of one starting at 0 up 

to 15. Give learners an addition sum. 

Ask learners to show you where they 

will start and in which direction they 

will jump. They should tell you that 

they must jump forwards because it 

is an addition sum e.g.

9 + 6 =? Start at number 9, jump 

forwards 6 times, landing on number 

15. Therefore 9 + 6 = 15

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 There were 23 fi sh in the bowl. 

9 died and 3 jumped out. How 

many fi sh were left?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Dad has 7 blue shirts and double 

that number of red shirts. How 

many shirts does Dad have 

altogether?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K Group 1, 2, 3

Worksheet selected 

from any resource 

book

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils

Learners complete any worksheet based on counting in multiples of two’s, 

fi ves up to 50 and tens up to 100

Group 2

Learners are each given a number card. They must draw the correct number 

of pictures for that number. They must also write the correct number name.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Learners must draw a rainbow and colour it in with the right colours in the 

right place. They should do this in the homework book.

Homework book

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 3 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 0–100

Counting in multiples of 2s, 5s up to 50 

and 10s up to 100.

Numbers after, before and between a 

given number.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Problem solving: Addition and Subtraction

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Geometric patterns

Space and Shape Revise shapes done in Grade 1: circle, 

square, triangle and rectangle.

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.
 Revise vocabulary: yesterday, today 

and tomorrow

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many boys are 

here today?

How many girls are 

here today?

How many learners 

are at school today?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Learners count forwards & backwards in 2s or 10s according to your 

instructions. Learners don’t count altogether. They each have a turn to count 

on e.g. the learner who sits in the fi rst desk starts to count in 2s and says 2, 

the learner next to him says 4, the next learner says 6, and so on. 

Repeat the same activity with counting in tens but start at the other side of 

the classroom.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Ask learners some oral questions. They write the answer in their books. 

Some examples are:
 Mom bought two cakes for each of her three sisters. How many 

cakes did mom buy?
 Granny baked 6 ginger cakes. She sold some cakes. Now she has 4 

cakes. How many cakes did she sell?
 Sam has 3 blue balls and 5 red balls. How many balls does Sam have 

altogether?

Slates/ exercise 

books/paper

Chalk/pencils

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Divide class into four groups at random and give each group a 3-D 

object ; a ball, a toilet roll inner, a rectangular box or a square box. The 

groups look around the classroom and identify other objects with the 

same properties e.g. tissue box, dice, drinking glass, marbles etc. Once 

they have identifi ed the object they draw it. 

3-D objects 

Note: You need to make sure there are 3-D objects in the class for the groups 

to see.

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Blank number line

Pencils

Concept Development (10 min)

Addition and subtraction sums using 

a number line

Learners fi ll in a blank number line 

with intervals of 1 starting with 21 

up to 41. Give learners some addition 

and subtraction sums that they solve 

by using the number line.

Concept Development (10 min)

Subtraction sums

Learners fi ll in an empty number line 

with intervals of 1 starting with 0 

up to 15.Give learners a subtraction 

sum. Tell learners to start at the fi rst 

number and ask in which direction 

they will jump. They should tell you 

that they must jump backwards 

because it is a subtraction sum e.g.

7 – 4 = ? Start at number 7, jump 

backward 4 times , landing on 

number 3, therefore 7 – 4 = 3

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problems. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 On Monday you saw 7 pigeons 

on a tree and 12 on the fence. 

How many pigeons did you see 

altogether on Monday?
 On Tuesday you saw 9 more 

pigeons than you saw on 

Monday. How many pigeons did 

you see on Tuesday?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 You picked 8 fl owers and your 

brother picked half as many 

fl owers. You gave all the fl owers 

to your mom. How many did she 

get?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 16.

Chalkboard

Exercise books

Slates/paper

Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook on page 16 based 

on shapes.

Learners colour the shapes according to colours.

Colour according to size big and small.

Sides of the shapes: Is it curved or straight

16

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

straight curved straight curved straight curved

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 2

8
Shapes

Colour the rectangles blue, the circles red and the triangles yellow.

Colour all the big circles red, the rectangles blue and the small triangles yellow.

Are the sides straight or round? Colour in the correct answer.

Group 1

Give the learners a magic square to complete. Remind them that they have 

to add the numbers going down and across. Then they add the totals across 

and down.  The sum across should equal the sum down. 

1 7

4 9

Note: Teacher draws the magic square on the chalkboard. Learners draw and 

do the magic square in their exercise books or on their slates/paper.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Create and extend a pattern using symbols and shapes. Learners do this in 

their homework books.

Homework books
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WEEK 3 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in number range: 1–50.

Count in 5s up to 50.

Consolidation of Grade 1 work.

Ordering numbers

Doubling numbers

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Space and Shape 2-D and 3-D shapes

Measurement Calendar- birthday chart

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What was the date yesterday?

What will the date be tomorrow?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Learners count forwards and backwards in 5s or 10s according to 

instructions.
 Learners don’t count together. They each have a turn to count on e.g. 

the learner who sits in the fi rst desk starts to count in 5s and says 5, the 

learner next to him says 10, the next learner says 15, and so on. 

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Say a number, or show a number and the learners must double it. They 

write the answer on a piece of paper and then hold it up so that you can 

see it. Use numbers in the range of 0–50.
 Say a number and learners must halve it. They write the answer on a 

piece of paper and then hold it up so that you can see it. Use numbers in 

the range of 0–50.

Number symbols

Paper

Pencils
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ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Birthday Chart
 Point to the birthday chart and ask learners to make groups according 

to the month of their birthday. Groups line up sequentially according 

to months of the year. Ask questions such as: Which month comes 

before February? Which month comes after April? Which month comes 

between July and September? In which month are there the most 

birthdays? In which month are there the least birthdays? 
 Ask learners to order themselves within their group from the person 

who has the 1st birthday in the month until the end of the month. Ask 

questions such as: Whose birthday is last in the month? What is the date? 

What date comes before/after that date?

2-D and 3-D shapes
 Give learners actual 2-D shapes and 3-D objects to work with. Ask 

questions such as which two shapes are similar etc. so that they can 

compare 2-D shapes and 3-D objects in terms of the relationship 

between circles and spheres, square and cubes and triangular prisms 

and pyramids.
 Which shapes are used to make a specifi c 3 D shape e.g. a box has 

squares on it.

Birthday chart

2-D and 3-D shapes 

and objects

 ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 28–29.

Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook on page 28-29 based 

on the birthday chart. Learners complete the birthday chart. They write each 

learners’ name on the birthday calendar.

28

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Sipho

Maryke

Annie

Jeffrey

Simon
Sam

Juan

Betty

Liezel
Lettie

Ricco

George

Mpho

Busi

Lisa

Kayla

Mbali

Brenda

Mary

John

Karin

Jaco

Gugu

Dian

Kara

Richard

Denise

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 4

14
Birthday Calendar

Trace the months.

January
February

March

April May

June

July
August

September

October

November

December

14 February

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

2911 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Write each child’s name on the birthday calendar.

My  birthday

January

April

July

October

February

May

August

November

March

June

September

December
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WEEK 4 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count and estimate objects 1–50.

Read and understand number symbols 

0–50.

Counting in 1s, 2s, 5s within the number 

range: 1–50 , 10s up to 100.

Problem solving: addition and subtraction

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10 ‘s

Space and Shape 2-D shapes and 3-D objects: circle, square, 

triangle, rectangle, boxes and balls.

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today and tomorrow.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.

Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.

Discuss whether there are any public holidays that 

week or any school events for the day.

Learners record the correct weather symbols on the 

weather chart.

Revise: today, tomorrow and yesterday

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What was the date yesterday?

What will the date be tomorrow?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are present today?

How many learners 

are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Tell learners you are going to count and as soon as they know the 

pattern they can join in. Start counting in 5s, starting at 5. Do the same 

with 2 and 10
 Learners count in 1s but every time they say a number that is a multiple 

of 5 they click their fi ngers.

Number chart

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Learners take turns to throw a dice and say what number is 1 more/less, 2 

more/less, 10 more/less than the number on the dice. Give each learner a 

chance to throw the dice. The class listens carefully to check that the learner 

is saying the number correctly.

Dice
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Baseline Assessment: 

Read and identify number symbols 0–50

Oral Assessment
 Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number 

chart. Learners open their eyes and read the number they are pointing 

at. Learners next fi nd the matching picture on the picture chart. e. g. the 

learner points to number 25, reads the number and fi nds the matching 

picture which shows 25 items. (Assess and record learner performance 

of ten learners per day throughout the week until all learners have been 

assessed.)

Note: Make sure you provide other opportunities for learners who cannot do 

it on the day of the assessment.

Number chart

Picture chart

Assessment 

recording book/

sheet

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Counters

Assessment 

recording book/

sheet

Pencils

Baseline Assessment: 

Count in 1’s forwards from 0–50 

Count in 1s backwards from 20–0, using real objects. Oral Assessment

Concept Development (10 min)
 Each learner is given a turn to 

count a pile of counters. Place 

the pile of counters in the 

middle of the group and ask: 

“How many counters are there in 

this pile? How can we fi nd out?” 

Watch as each learner counts 

the counters.
 After learners have counted 

their pile let them write the 

number on their slates/paper.
 Now ask learners to take 20 

counters and put them into 

a basket counting backwards 

in 1s.

Concept Development (10 min)
  Each learner is given a turn to 

count a pile of counters. Place 

the pile of counters in the 

middle of the group and ask: 

“How many counters are there in 

this pile? How can we fi nd out?” 

Watch as each learner counts 

the counters.
 After learners have counted 

their pile let them write the 

number on their slates/paper.
 Now ask learners to take 20 

counters and put them into 

a basket counting backwards 

in 1s.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problem. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 Benni has 17 marbles and loses 

11. He then plays Tim and wins 

3 marbles. How many marbles 

does Benni have now?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problem. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 I have 10 apples. I eat 1 on 

Monday and 2 on Tuesday. How 

many apples do I now have?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Work book 

page 33
Learners open their DBE Workbook to page 33 and answer questions from a 

given drawing on shapes. 

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

3311 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

triangles rectangles circles

How many triangles are there?    

How many rectangles are there? 

How many circles are there?         

Are there more triangles or rectangles? __________________________________________________

Are there more circles or triangles? _____________________________________________________

Are there more circles or rectangles? ____________________________________________________

How many empty  jugs are there?     

How many half full jugs are there?    

How many full jars are there?            

Answer the questions.

empty half full

Group 2

WorksheetRevise numbers, words and pictures by getting the learners to work with 

numbers 10 to 25. Learners must draw the correct number of pictures for a 

given number e.g. have a chart or worksheet with one number written on 

each row or in a block. 

Numbers do not have to be in consecutive order. Learners should recognise 

the number and draw the correct number of pictures. 

They should also write the number name. This is to establish whether the 

learners know the value of each number. Use the following type of activity:

twelve

16

11

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to collect diff erent size stones and sort them into 2 groups: big 

stones and small stones. They must bring it to school the following day and 

display it in the maths corner.

Stones
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Baseline Assessment: Read and identify number symbols 0–50.

Oral Assessment
 Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number 

chart. Learners open their eyes and read the number, then fi nd the 

matching picture on the picture chart. e. g.  learners point to number 

25. They read the number and fi nd the matching picture which shows 

25 items. (Assess and record learner performance of ten learners per day 

throughout the week until all learners have been assessed.)

Baseline Assessment: Count in 1s forwards from 0–50 / count in 1s 

backwards from 20–0using real objects.

Oral Assessment
 Each learner is given a turn to count a pile of counters. Place the pile of 

counters in the middle of the group and ask: “How many counters are 

there in this pile? How can we fi nd out?” Watch as each learner counts 

the counters.
 Having counted their pile let them write the number on their slates.
 Now ask learners to take 20 counters and put them into a basket 

counting backwards in 1s.

Number chart

Picture chart

Counters

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 4 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Read and identify number symbols 0–50

Counting in 1s, 2s, 5s within the number 

range: 1–50 , 10s up to 100

Number names and symbols 15 and 16

Compare numbers: more and less than, 

before, after and between

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10s.

Space and Shape 2-D shapes and 3-D objects: circle, square, 

triangle, rectangle, boxes and balls.

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today and tomorrow.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: today, yesterday and tomorrow

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

After 2 days what day will it be?

What was the day 2 days ago?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Let learners rote count in 1s as far as they can, but stop them at 100.
 Learners’ count forwards & backwards in multiples of 2s up to 50, 5s up 

to 50, 10s up to 100 using an abacus.

Abacus

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Give each learner some counters and a number line to 20. Ask them to place 

a counter on the number you say. The learner then must say what number is 

after and before it.

Number line

Counters

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Baseline Assessment: 

Read and identify number symbols 0–50

Oral Assessment

Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number chart. 

Learners open their eyes and read the number they are pointing at. They 

then fi nd the matching picture on the picture chart e. g. the learner points to 

number 25, reads the number and fi nds the matching picture which shows 

25 items.

(Assess and record learner performance of ten learners per day throughout 

the week until all learners have been assessed.)

Number chart

Note : Make sure you provide other opportunities for learners who cannot do it on the day.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Counters

Buttons

Slates/paper

Baseline Assessment: 

Count in 1s forwards from 0–50 / count in 1s backwards from 

20–0, using real objects. Oral Assessment

Concept Development (10 min)
 Each learner is given a turn to 

count a pile of counters. Place 

the pile of counters in the 

middle of the group and ask: 

“How many counters are there in 

this pile? How can we fi nd out?” 

Watch as each learner counts 

the counters.
 After learners have counted 

their pile, let them write the 

number on their slates/paper.
 Now ask learners to take 20 

counters and put them into 

a basket counting backwards 

in 1s.

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners are given piles of 

buttons. They must count them 

and tell the teacher how many 

there are.
 They now put the buttons into 

groups of two and say how 

many groups of two there are.
 Learners next put the buttons 

into two groups and count how 

many there are in each group.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problem. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 When Sam looked outside of his 

window he saw 20 stars. After 

some time he looked again and 

saw 4 less stars. How many stars 

did Sam see now?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problem. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 Dad caught 16 fi sh on the fi rst 

day. On the second day he 

caught 2 fi sh. On the third day 

he caught 5 fi sh. How many fi sh 

did dad catch altogether?

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

Page 74

Slates/Paper

Dice

Learners open their DBE Workbook at page 74. They colour shapes according 

to given colours. They next choose the correct property for each 2-D shape.

74

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

36

Granny made this beautiful quilt. Identify all the shapes.

Te
rm

 2
 –

 W
ee

k 1

Colour the squares blue, the rectangles yellow, the triangles green 
and the circles red.

Choose the correct answer.

straight edges

curved edges

straight edges

curved edges

straight edges

curved edges

straight edges

curved edges

Squares, rectangles, triangles and circles

Group 1

DiceThe learners each take a dice. They throw it two or three times and write the 

numbers the dice lands on, on their slates. They then arrange the numbers in 

sequence starting with the smallest number .

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to count all their friends and make a note of this in their 

homework book. Then they must count all the people who live next door to 

them on either side. They must record it. They must then write who are more, 

their friends or their neighbours.

Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Baseline Assessment: Read and identify number symbols 0–50

Oral Assessment
 Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number 

chart. Learners open their eyes and read the number they are 

pointing at. 
 They then fi nd the matching picture on the picture chart. 

e. g. a learner points to number 25, reads the number and fi nds the 

matching picture which shows 25 items.
 Assess and record learner performance of ten learners per day 

throughout the week until all learners have been assessed.)

Baseline Assessment: Count in 1s forwards from 0–50 / count in 1s 

backwards from 20–0.using real objects.

Oral Assessment

Each learner is given a turn to count a pile of counters. Place the pile of 

counters in the middle of the group and ask: “How many counters are there in 

this pile? How can we fi nd out?” Watch as each learner counts the counters.
 After learners havecounted their pile of counters, let them write the 

number on their slates/paper.
 Now ask learners to take 20 counters and put them into a basket 

counting backwards in 1s.

Number chart

Picture chart

Counters

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 4 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Read and identify number symbols 0–50.

Counting in 1s, 2s, 5s within the number 

range: 1–50 , 10s up to 100

Number names and symbols 15 and 16.

Compare numbers: more and less than, 

before, after and between, fewer.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10‘s.

Space and Shape 2D shapes and 3-D objects: circle, square, 

triangle, rectangle, boxes and balls.

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today and tomorrow.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart..

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What day will it be in fi ve days?

Who is having a birthday this month?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many girls are 

absent today?

How many girls are 

present?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Tell learners you are going to knock on the board and that each knock 

counts as ten. They must count the knocks and tell you what the number 

is i.e. if there are four knocks on the board and each one counts as ten, 

then the fi nal number is forty. 
 Ask one learner to show this number on the abacus and another learner 

to indicate the number on the number chart.
 Do this a few times, each time changing the value of the ‘knock’. 

Number chart

Abacus

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Say a number and learners put a counter on the correct number symbol on 

their number chart. Ask what number is 2 more/less than the given number. 

Now also ask what is 5 more/less than the given number.

Number chart

Counters

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Baseline Assessment: Read and identify number symbols 0–50.Oral 

Assessment
 Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number 

chart. Learners open their eyes and read the number they are pointing 

at. They then fi nd the matching picture on the picture chart e. g. the 

learner points to number 25, reads the number and fi nds the matching 

picture which shows 25 items.

(Assess and record learner performance of ten learners per day 

throughout the week until all learners have been assessed.)

Number chart

Picture chart

Note : Make sure you provide other opportunities for learners who cannot do it on the day.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Assessment 

recording book/

sheet

Diff erent shapes

Baseline Assessment: 

Identify 2-D shapes (circle, square, rectangle and triangle). 

Practical Assessment

Concept Development (10 min)
 Indicate the properties of the 

shapes and identify the shape. 

e.g.
 Which shape has 3 corners 

and 3 sides?
 Which shape has no corners 

and is round?
 Which shape has 4 equal 

sides and 4 corners?
 Which shape has 2 short 

sides and 2 long sides with 

4 corners?

Concept Development (10 min)
 Indicate the properties of the 

shapes and identify the shape. 

e.g.
 Which shape has 3 corners 

and 3 sides?
 Which shape has no corners 

and is round?
 Which shape has 4 equal 

sides and 4 corners?
 Which shape has 2 short 

sides and 2 long sides with 

4 corners?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.

 Jill has 16 sweets. Sarah has 9 

sweets. How many more sweets 

does Jill have than Sarah?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.

 There are 17 cats, twelve are 

black and the rest are white. 

How many cats are white?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K Group 1 and 2

Plastic shapes

Class workbooks

Baseline Assessment: Repeat shape patterns. Practical Assessment

Learners pack out the following repeating shape patterns: e.g.

circle, triangle, circle, and again circle, triangle, circle. Give learners three 

to four examples of shape patterns to pack. They can choose one of the 

patterns to draw in their class workbooks.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Tell learners to complete the following worksheet.

Vocabulary: more and fewer

Homework book

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Baseline Assessment: Read and identify number symbols 0–50.

Oral Assessment
 Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number 

chart. Learners open their eyes and read the number they are pointing 

at. They then fi nd the matching picture on the picture chart. e. g. 

the learner points to number 25, reads the number and fi nds the 

matching picture which shows 25 items.

(Assess and record learner performance of ten learners per day 

throughout the week until all learners have been assessed.)

Baseline Assessment: Identify 2-D shapes (circle, square, rectangle, 

triangle)

Practical Assessment
 Indicate the properties of the shapes and identify the shape. e.g.

 Which shape has 3 corners and 3 sides?
 Which shape has no corners and is round?
 Which shape has 4 equal sides and 4 corners?
 Which shape has 2 short sides and 2 long sides with 4 corners?

Baseline Assessment: Repeat shape patterns. Practical Assessment
 Learners pack out the following repeating shape patterns: e.g. circle, 

triangle, circle, and again circle, triangle, circle. Give learners three to 

four examples of shape patterns to pack out. They can choose one of the 

patterns to draw in their class workbooks.

Number chart

Picture chart
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WEEK 4 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Read and identify number symbols 0–50.

Counting in 1s, 2s, 5s within the number 

range: 1–50 , 10s up to 100.

Number names and symbols 15 and 16.

Compare numbers: more and less than, 

before, after and between a given number.

Double and halve numbers up to 20.

Problem solving: Doubling and halving

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10s.

Space and Shape 2-D shapes and 3-D objects: circle, square, 

triangle, rectangle, boxes and balls.

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today and tomorrow.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Who is having a birthday this month?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Play the game ‘I spy’. Start by saying “I spy with my little eye, a number 

that is 1 more than12”. Learners listen and respond with the answer ’13’. 

Play the game using other numbers:
 I spy ... a number that is 3 less than 13
 I spy ... a number that is 5 more than 4

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Halve even numbers 2 – 14 and double numbers with answers up to 14. 

You say the number and the class responds e.g.
 half of 4
 double 5
 half of 12 and so on.

 Revise number bonds up to 10. Show a number bond card of addition 

between the number range 1 – 15 and learners write the answers on 

their slates/paper. e.g. 

5 + 4 = 7 + 3 = 8 + 2 = 2 + 5 =

Slates/paper
Chalk/pencils
Number bond cards

5 + 4 =

7 + 3 =

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Baseline Assessment: Read and identify number symbols 0–50

Oral Assessment
 Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number 

chart. Learners open their eyes and read the number, then they fi nd the 

matching picture on the picture chart. e. g. 

the learner points to number 25, reads the number and fi nds the 

matching picture which shows 25 items.

(Assess and record learner performance of ten learners per day 

throughout the week until all learners have been assessed.)

Number chart

Picture chart

Note : Make sure you provide other opportunities for learners who cannot do it on the day.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Baseline Assessment: 

Identify 2-D shapes (circle, square, rectangle, triangle). Practical Assessment

Group 2 Group 3

Number line

Plastic shapes

Concept Development (10 min)
 Indicate the properties of the 

shapes and must identify the 

shape. e.g.
 Which shape has 3 corners 

and 3 sides?
 Which shape has no corners 

and is round?
 Which shape has 4 equal 

sides and 4 corners?
 Which shape has 2 short 

sides and 2 long sides with 

4 corners?

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners pack out the following 

repeating shape patterns: e.g.
 Circle, triangle, circle, and 

again circle, triangle, circle. 

Give learners 3 – 4 examples 

of shape patterns to pack 

out.

Note: Groups 1 and 2 did this activity 

as independent work on Day 3.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 Jimmy has 12 crayons. He gives 

half of his crayons to his sister. 

How many does he have now?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 John has 7 pencils. Moosa has 

double the number of pencils. 

How many pencils does Moosa 

have?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 46

Chalkboard

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Exercise books

Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook page 46. They use the 

clues from the pictures to write addition number sentences.

46

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 6

23

Look at the picture and add the marbles.

Add.

3 +  2 =

6 +  5 =

9 +  5 =

9 +  9 =

7 +  6 =

Addition

4 +  6 =

7 +  8 =

8 +  6 =

7 +  5 =

9 +  6 =

9 +  3 =

8 +  4 =

7 +  4 =

8 +  8 =

7 +  7 =

red  + blue   = 3  + 4   =  

green  + blue   =  +   =  

pink  + blue   =  +   =  

green  + orange   =  +   =  

red  + green   =  +   =  

orange  + blue   =  +   =  

Group 1

Learners copy the magic square from the chalkboard and complete it. 

Remind learners that they must add down and across. Then add the totals 

they calculated.  The sum across should equal the sum down. 

Note: Teacher draws the magic square on the chalkboard. Learners draw and 

do it on their slates/paper.

6 1

2 8

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to create and extend a pattern using geometric shapes. The 

activity must be done in learners’ homework books.

Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Baseline Assessment: Read and identify number symbols 0–50

Oral Assessment
 Ask learners to close their eyes and point to a number on the number 

chart. Learners open their eyes and read the number they are pointing 

at. They then fi nd the matching picture on the picture chart. e. g. 

the learner points to number 25, reads the number and fi nds the 

matching picture which shows 25 items.

(Assess and record learner performance of ten learners per day 

throughout the week until all learners have been assessed.)

Baseline Assessment: Identify 2-D shapes (circle, square, rectangle, 

triangle). Practical Assessment
 Indicate the properties of the shapes and identify the shape. e.g.

 Which shape has 3 corners and 3 sides?
 Which shape has no corners and is round?
 Which shape has 4 equal sides and 4 corners?
 Which shape has 2 short sides and 2 long sides with 4 corners?

Baseline Assessment: Repeat shape patterns. Practical Assessment
 Learners pack out the following repeating shape patterns: e.g.

Circle, triangle, circle, and again circle, triangle, circle. Give 

learners 3 – 4 examples of shape patterns to pack out.

Number chart

Picture chart

Plastic shapes

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 4 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Read and identify number symbols 0–50.

Counting in 1s, 2s, 5s within the number 

range: 1–50 , 10s up to 100.

Number names and symbols 15 and 16.

Compare numbers: more and less than, 

before, after and between a given number.

Double and halve numbers up to 20.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10s.

Space and Shape 2-D shapes and 3-D objects: circle, square, 

triangle, rectangle, boxes and balls.

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today, tomorrow

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.

Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.

Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

How many learners have already had their birthdays 

this year?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Completes the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are at school today?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss  Learners count forwards and backwards in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s using an abacus. Abacus

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Revise number names and symbols from one to sixteen. Flash the number 

symbol and learners write the number name and vice versa.

Number name 

cards

Number symbol 

cards

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Baseline Assessment: 

Construction of a 3 – D box using a net.

Practical Assessment
 Learners decorate the net of the box with diff erent shape patterns. They 

cut it out and paste the sides to construct a box. Learners must indicate 

how many squares the box is made off .
 Learners can draw dots to make a dice to use later when doing basic 

operations.

 

3-D net of a box

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Baseline- Assessment: Construction of a 3-D box using a net.

Practical Assessment

Learners decorate the net of the box with diff erent shape patterns. Cut it out 

and paste the sides to construct a box. 

3 D net of a box
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WEEK 5 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count objects 1–50.

Count forward and backwards in 1s, 2s, 5s 

and 10s up to 100.

Make numbers more and less by adding 

and subtracting 1,2,3,4 and 5.

Problem solving: Repeated addition.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Repeating number patterns forwards and 

backwards:
 in 1s up to 60,-in 2s up to 50
 in 5s up to 50,-in 10s up to 100

Measurement Calendar: early/late, day and night

Estimate using measurement shortest/

tallest

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the calendar.

Revise: Yesterday, today, tomorrow, late and early

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

When does your father get his salary? Early or late in 

the month?

When do you go to bed in the evening, early or late?

What time do you go to bed?

What do we need in order to buy something?

What currency do we use in South Africa? 

REGISTER Weather chart- 
(calendar format)
Days of the week 
and months of the 
year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Completes the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Give learners some popcorn seeds. They look at the popcorn seeds and 

make anestimation.
 Learners write their estimation on their slates/paper. They then count the 

popcorn seeds. They write the answer on their slate/paper. Learners then 

compare their estimation to the actual answer.
 Learners count forwards and backwards by playing ‘count and catch’. 

Count within the number range 0–100.

Popcorn seeds

Slate/paper

Pencils/chalk

Note : 

How to play count and catch: Take a soft ball and stand about 1m away from learners. Say the fi rst number 

and toss the ball to a learner as you say it. Tell the learner it’s their turn to say the next number and pass the 

ball back to you. Toss the ball to the next learner and continue in this manner e.g. 35, 36, 37 .

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Ask learners their birth-dates. They must add 1 to that number, then take 

the birth-date and add 2 to it, and then take the birth- date and add 5 to it. 

Learners give the answers orally, e.g.

My birthday is 17 May, thus 17 + 1 = 18, 17 + 2 = 19 and 17 + 5 = 22

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Number patterns: in 1s up to 60, -in 2s up to 50,-in 5s up to 50,-in 10s up to 

100
 Write a few number patterns on the chalkboard. Leave some spaces 

blank e.g. 43, ----, 41, 40, ------, --------. Ask learners to come to the 

chalkboard to fi ll in the spaces.
 Ask who can tell you what the number pattern is.

(Number patterns must be in the number range of 0–60)

Chalkboard

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Coloured pencil

Diff erent lengths of 

ribbon

Counters

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (10 min)
 Revise questions asked during 

daily routine.
 Get 2 learners to stand at the 

front of the group. Compare 

their height by standing back 

to back. Get other learners from 

the group to come forward and 

say if they think they are taller/

shorter than the 2 learners 

in front. 
 Then get learners to compare 

and order a variety of objects by 

direct comparison .e.g. which 

coloured pencil is the longest? 

Which ribbon is the shortest?

Concept Development (10 min)
 Repeated addition: Give the 

learners a pile of counters. Ask 

them to group them into groups 

of 2. They then count how many 

groups they have. They write it 

on their slates/paper. E.g.

 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 12. 
 Do this a few times and then ask 

learners to group them in 5s and 

then 10s.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Repeated Addition:

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 There are six cans of cold drink 

in a pack. How many cans are 

there in four packs?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Palesa’s mom is making 2 pots 

of soup. She wants to put 3 

tomatoes in each pot of soup. 

How many tomatoes does she 

need?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

Page 6–7

 Dice

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils

 Learners complete pages 6 and 7 in the DBE Workbook. They must 

match the number symbol and number name and count as instructed.

 
6

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

nine eleven
fourteen

seventeen
four

nineteen
six ten

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 1

3
Numbers

Read the number symbols and words on the board.

1 73
66 35

42 97

59

Write the number of balloons in the block.

24 32

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

6
4
8
1
2
5
0
10
3
9

12
17
14
22
18
11
20
15
13
16

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

Write the following numbers in words.

 Write some number patterns on the chalkboard. Learners copy the 

pattern into their class workbooks and complete them, e.g.

1 + 1 = 10 + 1 = 20 + 1 = 5–1 = 15–1 =

2 + 1 = 11 + 1 = 21 + 1 = 4–1 = 14–1 =

3 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 22 + 1 = 3–1 = 13–1 =

Group 2  Dice

Learners play “Roll and Tally” with their partners.

Learners take turns to roll the dice and they record the number they rolled 

using tally marks. Play until each learner rolled the dice 3 or 4 times. Skip 

count by 2s/5’ s to see how many tallies each learner has. The learner with the  

most tallies wins.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to measure their kitchen table using their hand spans and record 

it in the homework book.

Homework books
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WEEK 5 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count objects 1–50.

Count forward and backwards in 1s, 2s, 5s 

and 10s up to 100.

Make numbers more and less by adding 

and subtracting 1,2,3,4 and 5.

Odd and even numbers

Problem solving: repeated addition

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Repeating number patterns forwards and 

backwards:

-in 1s up to 60,-in 2s up to 50

-in 5s up to 50-in 10s up to 100 Addition 

pattern

Measurement Calendar: early/late, day and night

Estimate using measurement

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: day and night, late and early

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What do you at night?

What to you during the day?

What do you do early in the day?

What do you do late at night?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Completes the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

came late today?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Estimate and count
 Give learners some counters. They look at them and estimate how many 

there are. They write their estimation on their slates/paper. They then 

count the counters. They write the answer on their slate/paper. Learners 

compare their estimation to the actual answer.
 Learners count forwards and backwards by playing ‘count and catch’ as 

on day 1.Start counting at 60 and learners continue up to 100.

Counters

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Addition and subtraction facts 0–10. Tell learners you want 10 as answer. 

Show them number symbol cards 0–10.
 Learners hold up the number of fi ngers needed to make ten e.g.

Show number 6, need 4 more to make 10.

Number symbol 

cards

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Draw the following on the chalkboard. Choose some learners to come to the 

board and fi ll in the appropriate shapes to complete the pattern.

Name _________________________________________

Complete the Patterns

Look at each of the patterns on each line 
below and then fi ll in the two empty spots 
with the correct shape to complete the 
pattern. Trace the shapes to complete 
the fi rst pattern and then solve the rest 
on your own.

Name _________________________________________

Finish the Pattern

Directions: Look at the patterns below 
and draw shapes to complete each 
pattern.

Draw your own pattern below.

Chalkboard
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Coloured pencil

Diff erent lengths of 

ribbon

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (10 min)
 Get two learners to stand in the 

front of the group. Compare 

their height by standing back 

to back. Get other learners from 

the group to come forward and 

say if they think they are taller/

shorter than the two learners 

in front. 
 Then get learners to compare 

and order a variety of objects by 

direct comparison .e.g. which 

coloured pencil is the longest? 

Which ribbon is the shortest?

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners are shown the 

following picture. They must 

write the number that the 

picture depicts.

+ + 

+ = ______

Learners make up their own repeated 

addition number sentences on their 

slates/paper and give it to a friend 

to do.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 There are six cans of cold drink 

in a pack. How many cans are 

there in four packs?

 

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Mbali had 16 crayons. She lost 

half of them during the year. 

How many crayons does Mbali 

have now?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

 Group 1, 2, 3 DBE Workbook 

pages 14 and 15

Slates/paper

Dice

Note: Learners can 

draw the grid of 

the game below 

on their slates. (see 

Resources section 

for large grid.)

Learners open their DBE Workbooks on pages 14–15

Extend the pattern.

14

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Extend the pattern.

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 2

7
Patterns

Copy the patterns from the blackboard into the spaces below.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

1511 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Colour the beads as you count in tens.

Colour the flowers as you count in fives.

Colour the beads as you count in twos.

5 10 15

2 4 62 4 6

10 20 30

 Write some number patterns on the chalkboard. Learners copy the 

pattern into their class workbooks and complete them, e.g.

1 + 2 = 10 + 2 = 20 + 2 = 5 – 2 = 15 – 2 =

2 + 2 = 11 + 2 = 21 + 2 = 4 – 2 = 14 – 2 =

3 + 2 = 12 + 2 = 22 + 2 = 3 – 2 = 13 – 12 =

Group 1

Learners play the game odd and even in their groups. 
 They play it two at a time. 
 Each one has a diff erent colour counter. 
 They choose to be either even or odd. 
 They each have a turn to throw the dice. The learner who is “odd” throws 

the dice and if it falls on an odd number the learner moves his/her 

counter one space. 

If it’s not an odd number he/she does not move. The learner who reaches the 

end fi rst is the winner.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to create their own pattern using teaspoons, forks and 

tablespoons.

Cutlery at learner’s 

homes.
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WEEK 5 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count objects 1–50.

Count forward and backwards in 1s, 2s, 5s 

and 10s up to 100.

Double and halve numbers up to 30.

Problem solving: Repeated addition. 

Introduce money

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Repeating number patterns forwards and 

backwards:

-in 1s up to 60

-in 2s up to 50

Measurement Calendar: day and night

Estimate using measurement

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: Day and Night

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What was the date yesterday?

What will the date be tomorrow?

What did you do yesterday during the day?

What are you going to do tomorrow night?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

day

night

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many boys are 

there with names 

beginning with S?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Count and estimate
 Learners each take a handful of counters. They look at them, estimate 

how many there are and write their estimation on their slates/paper. 

They then count the beads. They write the answer on their slate/paper. 

Learners compare their estimate to the actual answer.
 Learners count forwards and backwards by playing count and catch 

counting in twos.

Counters

Beads

Slates/paper

Pencils/chalk
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Show learners a number name card. They must double/half it and write the 

answer as a number symbol on their slates/ papers.

Number name card

Slates/Paper

Pencils/chalk

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Introduce money:

Ask learners about the South African money system. Discuss the look of the 

old notes and the new notes e.g. What do we see now on the new notes, 

what did the old notes have? Do the new notes have animals? Display a chart 

showing the notes. The coins are discussed in the same manner, but without 

comparison as there are not new coins.

 

  

  

 

Money chart
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Coloured pencils

Ribbon

Picture cards of 

groups of objects

Concept Development (10 min)

Show learners the following 

picture. They must explain what 

they think is happening. (Guide 

learners to the fact that it is showing 

repeated addition). 

  

     

Concept Development (10 min)

Get two learners to stand at the front 

of the group. Compare their height 

by asking them to standback to back. 

Get other learners from the group to 

come forward and say if they think 

they are taller/shorter than the two 

learners in front. Then get learners 

to compare and order a variety of 

objects by direct comparison .e.g. 

Which coloured pencil is the longest? 

Which ribbon is the shortest?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their 

own method.
 Mbali had 16 crayons. She lost 

half of them during the year. 

How many crayons does Mbali 

have now?

Problem Solving (15 min

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 There are six cans of cold drink 

in a pack. How many cans are 

there in four packs?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

pages 7, 8 and 9

 Learners open their DBE Workbooks on pages 7, 8–9. Learners write the 

number names 1–20. They fi ll in the even and odd numbers. Learners do 

addition sums and copy the numbers 1–20.

 
Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

6
4
8
1
2
5
0
10
3
9

12
17
14
22
18
11
20
15
13
16

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

Write the following numbers in words.

 

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

911 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19

10 + 6 = 
10 + 3 = 
10 + 7 = 

10 + 9 = 
10 + 2 = 
10 + 4 = 

Write a number for:Count the two colours of beads. We can write it as:

10 + 2 =  12

+       =

+       =

+       =

+       =

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

What is the answer?

10 + 1 = 
10 + 8 = 
10 + 5 = 

10 8

10 9

1210 2 =

=

=

=

=

10 3

10 5

8

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 1

4
Numbers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Number the houses.

1 3

2 4

even

odd

Draw a  around the even numbers and a  around the odd numbers.

 Write some number patterns on the chalkboard. Learners copy the 

pattern into their class workbooks and complete them, e.g.

1 + 3 = 10 + 3 = 20 + 3 = 5 – 3 = 15 – 3 =

2 + 3 = 11 + 3 = 21 + 3 = 4 – 3 = 14 – 3 =

3 + 3 = 12 + 3 = 22 + 3 = 3 – 3 = 13 – 3 =

Group 2

Learners play the odd and even game in their group. They play it two at a 

time. Each one has a diff erent colour counter. They choose to be either even 

or odd. They each have a turn to throw the dice. The learner who is ’odd’ 

throws the dice and if it falls on an odd number the learner moves his/her 

counter. If it’s not an odd number he/she does not move. The learner who 

reaches the end fi rst is the winner.
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners arrange their coloured pencils from longest to shortest. Homework book
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WEEK 5 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count objects 1–50.

Count forward and backwards in 1s, 2s, 5s 

and 10s up to 100.

Make numbers more and less by adding 

and subtracting 1,2,3,4 and5.

Ordinal numbers fi rst to tenth

Double and halve numbers up to 30.

Problem solving: Repeated addition using 

number lines.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Repeating number patterns forwards and 

backwards:

-in 1s up to 60, -in 2s up to 50

-in 10s up to 100

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Who is having a birthday this month?

What do we need in order to buy something?

When do Mom and Dad buy food?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many noses 

are in the class 

today?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

CO
U
N
TI
N
G

W
h

o
le

 c
la

ss

 Learners count in ones and every time they say a number that is a 

multiple of two, they clap their hands.
 Learners count in ones, but they say the odd numbers in their heads 

and clap and say the even numbers out loud. Ask learners to identify the 

multiple they are counting in.
 Point to a number on the number chart. Learners start from that number 

(they don’t say it, but keep it in their heads) and count on in ones until 

you say stop. Ask how many they counted on.

Number chart
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Learners choose a number between 10 and 20 and write it down. They follow 

your instructions and write the answers e.g. add 2 more, add 5 more, take 

away 10, subtract 5, etc. 

Slate/exercise 

books

Chalk/pencils

ACTIVITY (15 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Learners bring various empty food tins, milk boxes, cereal boxes, sweet 

wrappers, etc. to use in play ’shop’. They sort them into diff erent groups, 

using their own criteria e.g. size, similarities, food types, etc.
 Learners arrange the items according to your instructions.
 Use ordinal positions e.g. Place the milk carton fi rst, the jam tin second, 

the fl our packet third, etc. The learners decide on the price of each item 

and place price tags on each item. 

Note: All items are priced in multiples of tens only.

Shop items

Price tags

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Number lines

Concept Development (10 min)

Show learners the following picture. 

They must explain what they think 

is happening. (Guide learners to 

the fact that it is showing repeated 

addition.)

  

  

Concept Development (10 min)

Give each learners a number line. 

They do the hops on the number line 

to see the equal spacing between 

the hops when doing repeated 

addition. e .g 

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Farmer Brown has 22 chickens. 

Farmer Green has 11 chickens. 

How many more chickens does 

Farmer Brown have?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 There are 19 fl owers in the vase. 

6 are red. How many are another 

colour?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 7 and 32

Chalkboard

Slates/paper

 Learners open their DBE Workbook on page 32. Read and interpret from 

given information by sorting according to given criteria.
 When they have completed this page, they turn to page 7 and complete 

it by writing the number names.
 Write some number patterns on the chalkboard. Learners copy the 

pattern into their class workbooks and complete them, e.g.

1 + 1 = 10 + 1 = 20 + 1 = 5 – 1 = 15 – 1 =

2 + 1 = 11 + 1 = 21 + 1 = 4 – 1 = 14 – 1 =

3 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 22 + 1 = 3 – 1 = 13 – 1 =

 

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

6
4
8
1
2
5
0
10
3
9

12
17
14
22
18
11
20
15
13
16

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

Write the following numbers in words.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

3311 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

triangles rectangles circles

How many triangles are there?    

How many rectangles are there? 

How many circles are there?         

Are there more triangles or rectangles? __________________________________________________

Are there more circles or triangles? _____________________________________________________

Are there more circles or rectangles? ____________________________________________________

How many empty  jugs are there?     

How many half full jugs are there?    

How many full jars are there?            

Answer the questions.

empty half full

Group 1

Chalk board

Chalk/pencils
Add down and across. Then add the totals you calculated.  The sum across 

should equal the sum down. 

Note: Teacher draws the magic square on the chalkboard. 

Learners draw and do it on their slates/paper.

7 9

0 9

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Create and extend a number pattern using either a multiple of 2, 5 or 10. Do 

this in homework books.

Homework books
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WEEK 5 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count objects: 1–50.

Count forward and backwards in 1s, 2s, 5s 

and 10s up to 100.

Make numbers more and less by adding 

and subtracting 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Double and halve numbers up to 30.

Problem solving : Play shop using 

play money.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Repeating number patterns forwards and 

backwards:

--in 5s up to 50, -in 10s up to 100.

Money pattern: count R2, R5 coins.

Measurement Calendar

Estimate using measurement

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What day will it be in fi ve days time?

What day was it fi ve days ago?

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

If there were fi ve 

more learners in 

our class, how many 

learners would 

there be?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

CO
U
N
TI
N
G

W
h

o
le

 c
la

ss

Count in multiples of 5s up to 50 and 10s up to 100
 Tell learners that you are going to clap your hands, but each clap counts 

as 5. So if you clap twice, that counts as two 5s, which are 10. Do this a 

few times, clapping between 10 and - 20 times.
 Repeat the activity, but this time knock on the board and say that the 

knocks count as 10.

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Learners choose a number from a hat. 
 They must double/halve the number. (Number range 0–50)
 If the number is on a red card the learner must double the number.
 If the number is on a blue card the learner must halve the number.

Number cards on 

diff erent colour 

cards

hat

ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Count in R2 and R5

Count in multiples of 2s up to 30. Use R2 and learners count in 2s.

Count in multiples of 5s up to 30. Use R5 and learners count in 5s

 Learners play shop. Each learner has a turn to choose something from 

the shop. They read the  price aloud. They choose which note/coin to pay 

with. You are the cashier for today. 
 Learners check that you have given them the correct change.

Note: All items are priced in multiples of tens only.

Shop items

Play money
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WEEK 6 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards /backwards in 1s, 2s and 5s up to 

80 and in 10s up to 100.

Position of numbers: before, after and 

between a given number.

Money: Identifying coins and notes

Practical addition and subtraction.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today and tomorrow

Length: shortest and longest

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: yesterday, today and tomorrow

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

Which is the fi rst month of the year?

Which is the tenth month of the year?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

today

tomorrow

yesterday

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

If there were ten 

more learners in 

our class, how many 

learners will there 

be?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Learners count from 0 to 80. They click their fi ngers when it’s a multiple 

of 2. 
 Learners count again from 0–80 and clap their hands when it’s a multiple 

of 5. 
 Learners count again from 0–100 and stamp their feet when it’s a 

multiple of 10. 

Number chart

Note : Make sure you provide other opportunities for learners who cannot do it on the day.
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Revise: after, before and between
 Learners use their number charts. Tells them a number and ask them to 

put a counter on the correct number symbol on their number card. Ask 

learners which number comes before/after it. 
 Give learners two numbers and asks them which number is between the 

two numbers.
 Ask learners which multiple of 2 comes after 24 or which multiple of 2 

comes before 36.
 Repeat with multiples of 5s

Number chart

Counter

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Money

Learners play shop. They choose items and pay using play money. Learners 

have turns to be both cashier and customer. Allow half the class to do it on 

day one and the other half will play shop-shop on another day or learners 

can work in pairs.

Shop items

Play money

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Straws

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (10 min)

Give learners a box with diff erent 

lengths of straws. Learners arrange 

them from longest to shortest and 

vice versa.

Learners use the same straws and 

construct 2-D shapes. (Revise the 

properties of 2-D shapes, e,g, a 

square has 4 equal sides, a rectangle 

has 2 pairs of equal sides, etc.)

Concept Development (10 min)

Repeated addition

Show learners the following picture. 

They must write the number that the 

picture depicts.

+ +

+ = ______

Learners make up their own picture 

problems on their slates/paper and 

give it to their friends to do.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Sam has 16 marbles. Ben has 

double the number of marbles. 

How many marbles does Ben 

have?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Dan has 8 stamps. His friend 

gives him some more. Now 

he has 24 stamps. How many 

stamps did his friend give him?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils
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ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

pages 42 and 43

Chalk board

Exercise book

Pencils

Learners open their DBE Workbooks on pages 42 and 43. Learners complete 

the worksheet based on addition and subtraction. 

42

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

green

pink

blue

green

yellow

=

=

=

=

red

yellow

orange

purple

brown

+

+

+

+

+ =

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 6

21
Addition and subtraction

How many red beads are there?   

How many blue beads are there?    

How many green beads are there?    

How many orange beads are there?    

How many purple beads are there?   

Write the 
number of 
beads.

Write the number of beads in the correct boxes and add them.

Complete the patterns.

How many 

beads are there 

altogether?

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

4311 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

– = 

– = 

7 – 5 =

9 – 4 =

8 – 3 =

5 – 4 =

Add the red and blue beads and then fill in the answer in the box.

Match the picture with the correct sum and then fill in the answer.

Write a sum for:

6 – 2 =

+ =
15

8 + 7 =

+ + =

8 + 2 + 5 =

+ =

9 + 6 =

+ + =

9 + + =

9 – 6 = 3

– = 

Group 2

Draw a magic square on the chalkboard. Learners copy it into their class 

workbooks and complete it. Remind learners to add down and across and 

then to add the totals. The sum across should equal the sum down. 

7 9

0 9

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners must write number names 1–30 in their homework books. Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 6 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards /backwards in 1s, 2s and 5s up to 

80 and in 10s up to 100.

Make numbers more or less by adding/

subtracting 1, 2 and 5.

Double/half of a number with answers up 

to 30.

Odd and even numbers

Money- greatest and least in value

Identifying coins and notes

Practical addition and subtraction using 

money.

Repeated addition

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns:1s, 2s and 5s up to 80 

and in 10s up to 100

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays or 

any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Who is having a birthday this month?

What do you want for your birthday?

What colour is the R10, R20, R50, R100 and R200 note?

Whose picture is on the new notes?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many days 

have you been 

absent from school?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Learners count from 0 to 80 in 1s. 

They click their fi ngers when it’s a multiple of 2. 

They count again from 0–80 and clap their hands when it’s a multiple of 5. 

They count again from 0–100 and stamp their feet when it’s a multiple of 10. 

Number chart
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Point to any 2 numbers on the number chart. Ask learners which one is 

the bigger/smaller number. Do this a few times using diff erent numbers 

within the number range 0–80.
 Point to a number between 0–20 and ask learners to make it 2,3,4,5 

more than or less than the number shown and write the answer on 

the slate.
 Repeat more than and less than a few times with diff erent learners

Number chart

Slate/ paper/ white 

board

Chalk/pencils

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Learners use their money cut-outs. They sort them out according to their 

value. They then place them in groups from the greatest in value to the least 

in value.

Play money

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (10 min)

Repeated addition: 
 Give the learners a pile of 

counters. Ask them to group 

them into groups of 10. They 

then count how many groups 

they have. 
 Learners write the repeated 

addition on their slates/paper. 

e.g. 

10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 = 

60. Do this a few times with 

diff erent numbers and then ask 

learners to group them in 5s and 

then 3s.

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners are shown the 

following picture. They must 

explain what they think is 

happening. (Guide learners 

to the fact that it is showing 

repeated addition.)

    

    

continues
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continued

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 28 children were given the 

chickenpox vaccination. The 

next day half as many children 

were vaccinated. How many 

children were vaccinated on the 

second day?

Money problems
 Tom has R10. Jane has twice as 

much money as Tom. How much 

money does Jane have?
 Phumlani has R14. He gives half 

of his money to his sister for 

her birthday. How much money 

does he have left?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Mom buys 20 apples. She wants 

to pack fi ve in a bag, How many 

bags does she need?

Money problems

I have R10, I buy a cold drink for 

R5. How much change do I get? 

Let learners pack out R10 with 2 

R5 coins. Let them pretend to pay 

with the one R5. They discover for 

themselves that there is R5 left.

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils

 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

Pages 71 and 46

Slates/Paper

Chalk/pencils

Learners complete page 71 in the DBE Workbook. It is a revision of smaller 

than/bigger than, odd and even numbers.

Learners complete page 46 in the DBE Workbook based on addition.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

7111 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Numbers smaller than 40.    Numbers bigger than 36.

Colour the numbers that are smaller than 40 and bigger than 36 in green.

Colour the even numbers yellow and the odd numbers green.

Which odd number comes just after 40? 

Which even number comes just before 43? 

Write down the even numbers between 40 and 50. 

Write down the odd numbers between 40 and 50. 

Which even number comes just after 40? 

Which even number comes just before 41? 

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

46

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 6

23

Look at the picture and add the marbles.

Add.

3 +  2 =

6 +  5 =

9 +  5 =

9 +  9 =

7 +  6 =

Addition

4 +  6 =

7 +  8 =

8 +  6 =

7 +  5 =

9 +  6 =

9 +  3 =

8 +  4 =

7 +  4 =

8 +  8 =

7 +  7 =

red  + blue   = 3  + 4   =  

green  + blue   =  +   =  

pink  + blue   =  +   =  

green  + orange   =  +   =  

red  + green   =  +   =  

orange  + blue   =  +   =  

continues
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continued

Group 1

Draw a magic square on the chalkboard. Learners copy it into their class 

workbooks and complete it. Remind learners to add down and across and 

then to add the totals. The sum across should equal the sum down. 

10 2

3 9

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to write numbers from 0–50. They must trace all odd numbers in 

red and all even numbers in blue.

Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 6 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Estimate and count objects within range 

1–80.

Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards /backwards in 1s, 2s and 5s up to 

80 and in 10s up to 100.

Make numbers more or less by adding/

subtracting 1, 2 and 5.

Double/half of a number with answers up 

to 30.

Odd and even numbers

Addition and subtraction

Problem solving: money

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today and tomorrow

Data Handling Collect, sort and organise data

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the Weather chart.

Revise: Yesterday, tomorrow and today

Possible questions to ask:

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What day was it fi ve days ago?

When are you going to have your birthday party?

Will it be in the morning or afternoon?

What colour is the R10, R20, R50, R100 and R200 note?

Whose picture is on the new notes?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

came late today?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Tell the learners that you are going to say a number pattern. As soon as they 

know what it is they must put up their hands. Count 12, 14, 16, 18, etc. or 45, 

50, 55, 60, etc. 

The fi rst learner to correctly identify the pattern has a turn to make up a 

pattern.
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise: more, less, double, half, even and odd
 Play ’I spy’ with the learners. e.g.

 ” I spy with my little eye numbers greater than 20, less than 35 and 

they are odd numbers, which numbers are they?”
 “I spy with my little eye a number that is an even number, greater 

than 10, less than 20 and it is the double of 9. What is the number?” 
 You can also give learners a chance to be the leader.

Number chart

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Number symbol, number name, odd, even, double, half.
 Show learners either the number name or number symbol card. Learners 

read the number, say if it’s an odd or even number, double the number 

and halve the number. Do this a few times.

Draw a table on the board and learners say what the missing number is. 

e.g.

I have I need

12 6

15 10

20 19

14 7

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Straws

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (10 min)

Estimate and count objects
 Put some counters in the middle 

of the group. Let them take a 

quick look and then cover them 

up. Learners write how many 

they estimate are there on their 

slates/boards. Count the number 

of counters and ask who 

estimated the exact amount, 

who estimates too many and by 

how much, who estimated too 

few and by how many.
 Learners take turns to throw a 

dice. They double the number 

and say three facts about the 

number. Make sure everyone 

in the group has a turn e.g. 25 

doubled is 50

3 facts of 50 are:

Half of 50 is 25

50 is a multiple of 10

50 is the number after 49

Concept Development (10 min)

Construct 2 D shapes
 Learners are given a box with 

diff erent lengths of straws. 

Learners arrange them from 

longest to shortest and vice 

versa.
 Learners use the same straws 

and construct 2-D shapes. 

(Revision of 2-D shape 

properties e.g. square has 4 

equal sides, rectangle 2 pairs of 

equal sides, etc)

Problem Solving (15 min)

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 A farmer plants trees on his 

farm. He plants three rows of 

trees with fi ve trees in each row. 

How many trees did he plant?

Problem Solving (15 min

Give the following word problems. 

Learners solve it using their own 

method.
 Mathew has eighteen sweets. He 

eats fi ve sweets on the fi rst day 

and six sweets on the second 

day. How many sweets does he 

have left?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3 

DBE Workbook 

pages 27 and 48

Slates/Paper

Exercise books

Learners complete page 27 in the DBE Workbook. They must answer 

questions about yesterday, today, tomorrow. Learners complete the 

worksheet on page 48 based on subtraction.

 

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

2711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

What is the child doing today? ____________________________________________________

What did the child do yesterday?  _________________________________________________

What will the child do tomorrow? __________________________________________________

Yesterday Today Tomorrow

Answer the questions.

Yesterday

Draw your own picture.

TodayYesterday Tomorrow

48

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 6

23b

Look at the picture and write minus sums.

Minus.

Subtraction

5 –  3 =

11  –  5 =

14  –  9  =

18  –  9 =

13  –  7 =

10  –  6 =

15  –  7 =

14  –  8  =

12  –  5  =

15  –  6 =

12  –  3  =

12  –  4 =

11  –  4 =

16  –  8 =

14 –  7 =

red sweets  = 8    –   5   = 3  

green sweets  =    –     =  

yellow sweets  =    –     =  

orange sweets  =    –     =  

pink sweets  =    –     =  

Group 2

Revise number name and number symbol .Number range 0–50.

Learners are given picture cards. They must write the correct number name 

and symbol.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to count out 50 popcorn seeds. They must put them into groups 

of 2 and count how many groups they have. They do the same thing again 

but this time they group in 5s and then in 10s.

Learners do the following money problem:

Frans has R10. He buys toff ees for R8. How much change must he get?

Any kind of seeds

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 6 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Estimate and count objects 1–80.

Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards /backwards in 1s, 2s and 5s up to 

80 and in 10s up to 100.

Make numbers more or less by adding/

subtracting 1, 2 and 5.

Double/half of a number with answers up 

to 30.

Read number symbols in range 0-80.

Write number symbols in range 0-80.

Write number names in range 0–25.

Build up and break down money.

Problem solving: Make numbers more or 

less by adding/subtracting 1, 2 and 5.

Place value: Building up and breaking 

down a number.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns: counting in multiples of 

5 – Money: coins

Measurement Calendar: week and month

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What will the date be in two days time?

What will the date be in a weeks’ time?

What will be the date in a months’ time?

Which month comes after February?

Which month comes before February?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many shoes 

are there in the 

class today?
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ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Count in multiples
 Tell learners you are going to knock on the board. Each knock counts as 

5. They must listen to the number of knocks and say what the number is 

e.g. knock 4 times and learners say the number is 20.
 Repeat this, but change the multiple each time.

Use R5 coins to count in multiples of 5s up to R80

Pictures of 

R5 coins

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Numbers: half, double, more and less than

Choose learners at random and ask them for their birth - dates. Learners 

use those numbers and double them, halve them, add 2 more and take 5 

away from it. Other learners also do the calculations to check if the learner 

is correct.

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

W
h

o
le

 C
la

ss

Money
 Learners must use their play money cut- outs to demonstrate that 

money can be made up of diff erent coins. 
 Money is made up of smaller money. Build up and break down money.

 — e.g. R5 can be R2 + R2 + R1 
 — R10 can be R5 + R5
 — 20c can be:10c + 10c
 — 20c can be: 5c + 5c + 5c + 5c

 Let learners pack out an amount e.g. 20c. Write diff erent combinations 

that learners packed out on the board and ask learners to add more 

combinations. 
 Learners see how many ways they can pack out the same amount e.g. 

20c = 10c + 10c / 5c + 5c + 10c / 5c + 5c + 5c +5c.
 Repeat with diff erent amounts e.g. 50c / R1 / R2 / R5 / R10 / R20. Each 

time write down as many combinations as possible.
 Make sure learners understand that R1 is 100c but it is too much to work 

with 100c so we rather work with R1.

Note: Always remember the ’c’ sign at the back or the ’R’ in front of the 

amount when working with money.

Play money
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Counters

Concept Development (10 min)

Estimate and count objects
 Put some counters in the middle 

of the group. Let learners take 

a quick look and then cover 

counters. Learners write how 

many they estimate are there on 

their slates/boards. Count the 

number of counters and ask who 

estimated the exact amount, 

who estimated too many and by 

how much, who estimated too 

few and by how much.
 Learners take turns to throw a 

dice. They double the number 

and say three facts about the 

number. Make sure everyone in 

the group has a turn.

Concept Development (10 min)
 Put some counters in the middle 

of the group. Let learners take 

a quick look and then cover the 

counters. Learners write how 

many they estimate are there on 

their slates/boards. Count the 

number of counters and ask who 

estimated the exact amount, 

who estimated too many and by 

how much, who estimated too 

few and by how much.
 Learners take turns to throw a 

dice. They double the number 

and say three facts about the 

number. Make sure everyone in 

the group has a turn.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Timmy has 22 balloons. Half of 

his balloons burst. Then he gets 

5 more balloons. How many 

balloons does he have now?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Jim has 17 pencils. Mike has 3 

more. How many pencils does 

Mike have?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 36–37

Dice

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Teacher explains to the whole class that a two digit number is made up 

of two numbers e.g. 25 is 20 + 5
 Learners complete pages 36 and 37 in the DBE Work book. They have to 

count the objects, fi nd the missing numbers and write them.
 Learners write the number words for numbers up to 25.

  
36

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 5

18

410
14 12 15 17 19 13 26 28 21 30

Numbers 1  –30

How many beads are there?

How many books are there?

Fill in the missing numbers.

How many books are there?
How many  jars of paint are there?

2 10 7 10
Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

3711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

10 11
12 13
14 15
16 17
18 19
20 21
22 23
24 25

Look at the first example and complete the rest.

Look at the first example and complete the rest.

How many beads are there?

Write in words:

18 = 1 ten + 8 units or 18 = 10 + 8
15 = ten + units or = +
19 = ten + units or = +
22 = tens + units or = +
24 = tens + units or = +

Number We can write it as:

20 + = 24

Number We can write it as:

20 + = 28

25 = 2 tens + 5 units
13 = ten + units
26 = tens + units

22 = 2 tens + 2 units
21 = tens + unit
19 = ten + units

Group 1

Learners play 'Roll and Tally' with their partners.

Learners take turns to roll the dice and they record the number they rolled 

using tally marks. Play until each learner rolled the dice 3 or 4 times. Skip 

count by 2s/5s to see how many tallies each learner has. The learner with the 

most tallies wins. 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Create and extend number patterns in the number range 0–50. Do this in 

homework books.

Give learners a strip with the money problem to do at home:
 Sarah has R10. She gets R5 for her birthday from her friend. How much 

money does she have altogether?

Homework books
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WEEK 6 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in multiples of 2s and 5s up to 80 

and in 10s up to 100.

Double/half of a number with answers up 

to 30.

Ordinal numbers 1st – 10th

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns

Measurement Calendar: yesterday, today and tomorrow

Data Handling Weather chart: Collect, sort and organise 

data.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Tell learners you are going to knock on the board.
 Each knock counts as 10. 
 They must listen to the number of knocks and say what the number is 

e.g. knock 4 times and learners say the number is 40.
 Repeat this, but change the multiple each time.

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Learners choose a number from a hat. They must double/halve the 

number. (Number range 0–80)

Number cards
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ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Revise ordinal numbers fi rst to tenth.
 Ten learners stand next to each other. 
 Ask the fi rst child to step forward. Continue until learners understand the 

positions fi rst to tenth. Ask also who is fi rst and and who is last.
  Use pictures and place them from fi rst to tenth. Ask questions about the 

positions of pictures e.g. which picture is sixth? etc.

       

Teach learners the abbreviation for fi rst(1st), second (2 nd), third (3rd),fourth 

(4th), fi fth(5th), sixth(6th), seventh(7th), eight(8th), nine(9th), tenth(10th)

Data handling:

Use the weather chart. Learners sort, organise and analyse data by counting 

the number of sunny days, rainy days, cloudy days and windy days. They write 

it on their slates/paper. Draw a bar graph is drawn on thalkboard. Learners 

complete the bar graph with you. 

The graph should look something like the one below.

Flashcards ordinal 

names

fi rst to tenth

Weather chart

Weather chart 

worksheet

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 7 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 

5s & 10s up to 100.

Counting in number range 0–100.

Numbers: more, less than, greater, smaller 

than, double and half.

Addition and subtraction 0–20.

Place value: tens and units

Problem solving: Repeated addition

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Geometric patterns

Space and Shape 2-D shapes

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

What is the weather like today? 

What was it like yesterday?

What do you think it be like tomorrow? Why?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are wearing the 

right clothing for 

the weather?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral – Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s up to 100.

Have a hat with number cards 0 -10 in it. Ask learners to choose a card from 

the hat. They must count on from that number in 1s, 2s, 5s, 10s (according to 

your instructions) for 10 consecutive numbers. Number cards

Note: Do this with 5–8 learners every day over the next week to ensure all 

learners are assessed.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Numbers: more, less than, greater, smaller than, double and half

Play “I spy with my little eye”. Number range 0 – 30. e.g. I spy with my little 

eye numbers that are greater than 4, less than 30 and multiples of 2.What 

are they? Or I spy with my little eye numbers that are less than 20, and that 

if doubled are even numbers What are they? Learners can use the number 

chart to assist them in getting the answer.

Number chart

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Bingo game is played. Learners use their number cards. Call out a 

number in the range 0–100.
 The fi rst learner to put a fi nger on the correct number and calls out 

‘Bingo’ gets a counter.  
 The learner with the most counters wins.

Number cards

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Flard cards

Slates/paper

Shapes

DBE Workbook

Concept Development (20 min)

Introducing place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

cards. They set them out in the 

correct order. Ask learners to 

identify diff erent numbers on 

the cards.
 Ask learners to build a two digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34. Make sure learners use the 

correct numbers. If they use a 3 

and a 4 that only makes 7. Just 

putting the 3 in front of the 4 

does not change its value. The 

value of the 3 is 30.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two digit numbers. Each time 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners open their DBE 

Workbooks to page 75.

Learners describe each part of 

the picture according to the 

shapes.
 Put a pile of shapes in the 

middle of the group and let 

them make a group picture.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

7511 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

How many  and  do you count?

Draw your own picture using circles, squares, triangles and rectangles.

 

Problem Solving (15 min)

Repeated addition:

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 A tricycle has 3 wheels. How 

many wheels do 6 tricycles 

have?
 Mom buys four packets of 

biscuits. Each packet has ten 

biscuits. When she opens the 

biscuit tin to put the packets in, 

she sees that there are seven 

biscuits in the tin already. How 

many biscuits are in the tin after 

Mom put the packets in?

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 There were two brown cows and 

three white cows in the fi eld. 

How many legs are there?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as Group Teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 10–11

Counters

Shapes

Class workbooks

Learners complete page 10 and 11 in the DBE Workbooks. They fi ll in the 

answers by adding and subtracting to 20. Learners complete the repeated 

addition sums on page 11.

 

Learners play with a set of shapes, making their own patterns or pictures. 

They record these in their class workbooks.

10

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Calculate.

+ +

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 2

5
Addition and subtraction

Add and substract.

 +  =  

9 +  8 =    17

18  –  8 = 

 +  =  

 +  =  

6 + 5 =   

8 + 7 =  

6 + 4 =  

8 + 9 =   

3 + 8 =  

8 + 4 =  

12 – 5 =   

16 – 9 =  

6 – 4 =  

11 + 3 =   

9 – 5 =  

8 – 4 =  Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

1111 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 =   

3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 

5 + 5 = 

Add.

Calculate.

2 + 2 + 2 =   

4 + 4 = 

5 + 5 + 5 = 

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 =   

4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 

1 + 1 + 1 = 

+ + + =

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8

+ + =

+ + =

+ + + + =

+ + + + =

+ + + =

+ + + =

+ =

+ =

2 +  2 +  2 +  2 +  2 + 2

Group 2

Learners use 20 counters and make as many diff erent groups as possible. 

They record these in their class workbooks.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to write number names from 0–25. Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1 Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s 

up to 100.

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet
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WEEK 7 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 

10s up to 100.

Counting in number range 0–100

Numbers: more, less than, greater, smaller 

than, double and half

Addition and subtraction facts 0–10 

(mental mathematics)

Addition and subtraction 0–20

Place value: tens and units

Problem solving: Repeated addition

Space and Shape Recognise and name 2-D shapes & 3-D 

objects.

Measurement Calendar

Length: Taller/shorter/higher/lower

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.

Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.

Discuss whether there are any public holidays that 

week or any school events for the day.

Learners record the correct weather symbols on the 

weather chart.

Revise: yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

Which day will it be in seven days time?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral – Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s up to 100.

Have a hat with number cards 0–10 in it. Learners choose a card and then 

count on in 1s, 2s, 5s,10s from that number (according to your instructions) 

for 10 consecutive numbers. 
Number cards

Note: Do this with 5–8 learners every day over the next week to ensure all 

learners are assessed.
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Addition and subtraction facts 0–10

Tell learners you need to have answers of 10 at all times. Show them a 

number card: I have 4, how much more do I need to make it 10? Learners 

indicate the answer by holding up the correct number of fi ngers.

Repeat this a few times asking diff erent questions, but ten is always the 

answer.

Number cards 

1–10

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Number names 0–25

Write the number names one to nine on the chalk board. Write 20 and 

explain to learners that numbers from 20 to 29 can be written if they know 

the spelling of number names one to nine and twenty.

Learner must write number names 21–25 in their exercise books

e.g. 25 twenty fi ve

Chalk board

Exercise books

Pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

2-D shapes

3-D objects

Concept Development (20 min)

Introducing Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

cards. They set them out in the 

correct order. Ask learners to 

identify diff erent numbers on 

the cards.
 Ask learners to build a two -digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34. Make sure learners use the 

correct numbers. If they use a 3 

and a 4 that only makes 7. Just 

putting the 3 in front of the 4 

does not change its value. The 

value of the 3 is 30.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.

Concept Development (20 min)

Assessment Task 1: Recognise and 

name 2-D shapes & 3-D objects. 

Practical
 Ask learners questions about 

shapes. They choose the correct 

2-D shape or 3-D object from 

the pile of shapes and name it.

Questions you can ask are:
 I have 4 sides, all the same 

length. What am I?
  I am completely round. What 

am I? 
 I have 4 sides. The opposite sides 

are equal in length. What am I? 
 I have 3 sides. What am I? 
 I have 6 faces and all are squares. 

What am I?
 I have 6 faces. Some are squares 

and some are rectangles. What 

am I?

Problem Solving (15 min) 

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.

Repeated Addition:
 A tricycle has 3 wheels. How 

many wheels do 6 tricycles 

have?

Dad has six nails, but he needs 

some more. So he buys three 

packets of nails. Each packet has 

ten nails. How many nails does 

Dad have now? 

Problem Solving (15 min) 

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.

Repeated Addition:
 A tricycle has 3 wheels. How 

many wheels do 6 tricycles 

have?

Dad has six nails, but he needs 

some more. So he buys three 

packets of nails. Each packet has 

ten nails. How many nails does 

Dad have now?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

pages 20–21

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Exercise books

 Introduce: higher and lower

Explain to learners that buildings can be high/tall or short/low

Learners complete page 20 and 21 in the DBE Workbooks. Learners look 

at pictures and choose from: longer, shorter, taller, higher, lower. 
 Learners write the number symbol and number names from eleven (11) 

to twenty-fi ve (25).

  
20

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

shorter longer

shorter longer

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 3

10

higher

lower

higher

lower

Length

Which train is shorter and which is longer?

 Which building is higher or lower?

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

2111 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

shorter

taller

shorter

taller

Which person is shorter or taller?

Use Cut-out 1 of the hand. How many hands long is this rectangle?
Use Cut-out 1 of the foot. How many feet long is the rectangle?

Now measure the height of the rectangle in hands and feet.

Group 1

Learners use 20 counters and make as many diff erent groups as possible. 

They record these in their class workbooks.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to make up a word problem for the sum: 9 + 4 = _____, Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1. – Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s 

up to 100.

Assessment Task  – Practical

Recognise and name 2-D shapes & 3-D objects. 

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet
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WEEK 7 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 

10s up to 100.

Counting in number range 0–100

Numbers: more, less than, greater, smaller 

than, double and half 

Odd and even numbers

Number names 1–25

Adding ten to a number(mentally)

Money: Addition

Problem solving: Repeated addition

Space and Shape Recognise and name 2D shapes and 3D 

objects

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day will it be 9 days from today?

Show learners a box. What shape do you think it is?

What shapes is the box? How many are there of each 

shape?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format_

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Flashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are at school today?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral – Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s up to 100.

Have a hat with number cards 0 -10 in it. Learners choose a card and then 

count on from that number in in 1s, 2s, 5s,10s (according to your instructions) 

for 10 consecutive numbers. 

Number cards

Note: Do this with 5–8 learners every day over the next week to ensure all 

learners are assessed.
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Recognise and read number names up to 25.

Flashes a number word and ask learners to put a unifi x block on the correct 

number symbol. Ask what number comes before/ after/between 2 numbers? 

Which number is 1 /2 and 10 more/less than a given number? 

Do the following sums mentally. Show a fl ash card with the sum and learners 

write the answer in their exercise books

11 + 10= 1 + 10 =

12 + 10= 2 + 10 =

13 +10 = 3 + 10 =

14 + 10 = 4 + 10 =

15 + 10 = 5 + 10 = etc. ( adding ten to a number)

Number word 

fl ashcards

Number chart

Unifi x blocks

Exercise books

Pencils

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Odd and Even numbers:

Learners write their birth-dates on the slate/paper. All those whose birth-

dates are even numbers make one group and all the odd numbers make 

another group. 

Learners with even number birth-dates must clap their hands and the 

learners with odd number birth-- dates must click their fi ngers.

Learners with even numbers fi nd the closest odd number and stand together.

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

2-D shapes

3-D objects

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (20 min)

Assessment Task 1: Recognise and 

name 2-D shapes & 3-D objects. 

Practical
 Ask learners questions about 

shapes. They choose the correct 

2 D shape or 3 D object from the 

pile of shapes and names’ it.

Questions you can ask are:
 I have 4 sides, all the same 

length. What am I?
  I am completely round. What 

am I? 
 I have 4 sides. The opposite sides 

are equal in length. What am I? 
 I have 3 sides. What am I? 
 I have 6 faces and all are squares. 

What am I?
 I have 6 faces. Some are squares 

and some are rectangles. 

What am I?

Concept Development (20 min)

Assessment Task 1: Recognise and 

name 2-D shapes & 3-D objects. 

Practical
 Ask learners questions about 

shapes. They choose the correct 

2 D shape or 3 D object from the 

pile of shapes and names’ it.

Questions you can ask are:
 I have 4 sides, all the same 

length. What am I?
 I am completely round. What 

am I? 
 I have 4 sides. The opposite sides 

are equal in length. What am I? 
 I have 3 sides. What am I? 
 I have 6 faces and all are squares. 

What am I?

 I have 6 faces. Some are squares 

and some are rectangles. What 

am I?

Note: This is a repeat activity so that 

learners have a second opportunity 

to answer correctly. 

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Thando had some pears. 

Ronaldo gave her 11 more. Now 

she has 30 pears. How many 

pears did Thando have in the 

beginning?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as goup teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3  

DBE Workbook 

pages 52 and 53

Number chart

Exercise book

pencils

Learners do the work sheet on money in the DBE Workbook pages 52 and 53: 

‘What is in the piggy bank?” Cut out the money from cut-out 3 at back of DBE 

Workbook and do the exercise. On page 53 learners count how many cents 

there are. They also do two money word sums.

Learners must add the fi rst three even numbers on the number chart 

together and subtract it from the 3rd odd number on the number chart. They 

then make up one of their own sums. 

52

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 7

25
Money  

What is in my piggy bank?

Cut the coins from Cut-out 3 and paste the right amounts here.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

5311 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

How many cents?

Suzy has 50c. Her mother gives her 20c more. How much money does Suzy have? 

__________________________________________________
I have 90c. I bought a sweet for 30c. How much money do I have left?

__________________________________________________

Word sums.

Group 2

Learners must make pairs of numbers which add up to:

8, 12, 19.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to make any picture by using shapes. Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1. Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s 

up to 100.

Assessment Task 1. Practical

Recognise and name 2-D shapes and 3-D objects. 
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WEEK 7 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 

10s up to 100.

Counting in number range 0–100.

Addition and subtraction number facts 

to 10.

Adding ten to a number (mentally).

Money: Addition and subtraction.

Problem solving: Addition and subtraction.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Geometric pattern

Space and Shape Recognise and name 2-D shapes & 3-D 

objects.

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the calendar.
 Revise: yesterday, today and tomorrow.
 Use the calendar to add ten to the date.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will day will it be in ten day’s time from today?

If the date is the 8th what will the date be 10 days 

from that date? (repeat with a few numbers) 

REGISTER Weather chart- 

calendar format

Days of the week 

and

months of the year 

fl ashcards

Flashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral – Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s up to 100.

Have a hat with number cards 0 -10. Learners choose a card. Learner must 

take that number and count in 1s, 2s, 5s,10s (according to your instructions) 

for 10 consecutive numbers. Number cards

Note: Do this with 5–8 learners every day over the next week to ensure all 

learners are assessed. 
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Addition and subtraction facts 0–10

Tell learners you need to have answers of 10 at all times. 

Say: I have 7, how much more do I need to make it 10? Learners indicate the 

answer by holding up the correct number card e.g. 3

Repeat this a few times asking diff erent questions, but ten is always 

the answer.

Number cards 

0–10

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Geometric patterns

Draw diff erent geometric patterns on the chalkboard. Learners must describe 

the patterns in words. 

Revise shapes and colours before learners start with the worksheets in the 

DBE Workbook.

Shapes: circle, square, triangle and square. 

Colours: red, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown, purple, pink, white and black

Learners complete page 58 and 59 in the DBE Workbook. They copy and 

extend geometric patterns. 

58

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Describe each pattern in words. The words below might help you.

squarerectangle triangle circle colours

Colour the pattern that comes next.

Draw the next pattern.

Patterns

Extend the pattern.

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 7

28

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

5911 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Draw your own patterns using              .

Draw the next pattern.

Complete the following so that you only have one circle at the top.

Create your own colour patterns using the shapes below.

Learners draw their own pattern and draw the next pattern.

DBE Workbook 

page 58 and 59

Chalkboard

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (20 min)

Assessment Task 1: Recognise and 

name 2-D shapes & 3-D objects. 

Practical
 Ask learners questions about 

shapes. They choose the correct 

2-D shape or 3- D object from 

the pile of shapes and name it.

Questions you can ask are:
 I have 4 sides, all the same 

length. What am I?
 I am completely round. What 

am I? 
 I have 4 sides. The opposite sides 

are equal in length. What am I? 
 I have 3 sides. What am I? 
 I have 6 faces and all are squares. 

What am I?
 I have 6 faces. Some are squares 

and some are rectangles. What 

am I?

Concept Development (10 min)
 Tell learners a number e.g. 

12.They must make the number 

12 by adding any 2 numbers, 

then by adding any 3 numbers 

and by adding any 4 numbers. 

6 + 6 = 12, 9 + 1 + 2 = 12, 

4 + 4 + 4 = 12. 
 Repeat this with any numbers 

between 11 and 20.

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Tammy had some chocolates. 

Ronny gave her 10 more. Now 

she has 30 chocolates. How 

many chocolates did Tammy 

have in the beginning?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method.
 Dave ate 3 sweets on Monday, 

3 sweets on Tuesday and 3 

sweets on Wednesday. How 

many sweets did Dave eat from 

Monday to Wednesday?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Worksheet

DBE Workbook 

page 55

Exercise book

Pencils

Play money

Chalkboard or chart

Learners do a worksheet based on money: Learners must work out the 

change from a R20 note. They complete a word problem and do addition 

sums with money. 

Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook page 55 based on 

adding money notes.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

5511 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

How many Rands?

I saved R50. I got R20 for my birthday. How much money do I have?  

__________________________________________________

I have R90. I bought a book for R30. How much money do I have left?

__________________________________________________

Word sums.

Group 1

Learners use their play money to work out totals and change. 

Teacher writes the following on the chalkboard/prepared a chart.

Jack and Jill Cafe

   

 R5 R8  R12  R15 

   

 R2 R6 R1 R3

 Jim buys an ice cream and a burger. He pays with R25. What is his 

change?
 Pam bought 3 lollipops and paid with R10. What is her change?
 Sam bought one hotdog, one burger one packet of small fries and 1milk. 

How much must he pay?
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to count all the teaspoons at home and double the number. They 

must also count all the chairs at home and halve the number. 

Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T Assessment Task 1. Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s 

up to 100.

Assessment Task 1. Practical

Recognise and name 2-D shapes & 3-D objects. 

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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Name: 

MONEY PROBLEMS

You have R 20

You buy Change

 R 15

You have R 20

You buy Change

 R 18

You have R 20

You buy Change

 R 17

I buy 5 cup cakes for R 2 each

How much must I pay?  

Do the sums:

R10 + R2 =  R10 + R2 + R1 =

R10 + R5 =  R10 + R1 + R1 =

R10 + R2 + R2 =  R10 + R10 =

I buy: How much must I pay:

  

 R10 + R7 + R2 =

  

 R2 + R8 + R10 =
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WEEK 7 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 

10s up to 100.

Counting in number range 0–100.

Addition and subtraction number facts to 

10 (mentally).

Adding ten to a number (mentally).

Money: Addition and subtraction

Place Value tens and units 11–25.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Geometric pattern

Space and Shape Recognise and name 2-D shapes & 3-D 

objects.

Measurement Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss wherher there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and

months of the year 

fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

in the class have 

long hair?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral – Complete number sequences of counting 

forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s up to 100.

Have a hat with number cards 0 -10. Learners choose a card and count on 

from that number in 1s, 2s, 5s,10s (according to your instructions) for 10 

consecutive numbers. 

Number cards

Note: Do this with 5–8 learners every day over the next week to ensure all 

learners are assessed. 
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Adding ten to a number
 Show a number in the range 1–9. Ask learners to add 10 to the number 

shown. Learners give the answers. 

Consolidate addition and subtraction number bonds:

Shows a number bond card of addition and subtraction between 1–10. 

Ask learnersto write the answers on their slates or exercise book e.g. 

 7–4 = 8–3 = 6 + 3 = 7 + 2 =

Number bond 

cards addition and 

subtraction up to 

answer 10

Slate or exercise 

book

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Money

Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook page 13 based on 

money. Learners indicate the correct coin or rand to make up another coin/

rand.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

1311 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

R1         1  c    R5   5   c    R10

10c 10c 5c 2c 1c 2c

5c 2c 2c 1c 2c 2c

R2 R2 R1 R1 R1

=

=

R5 R2 R1 R5 R1 R2

R2 R2 R5 R5 R2 R1 R5

1 cent

Complete.

Colour the correct coins/notes so that they add up to the same amount 
as the first one.

DBE Workbook 

page 13

Revise place value 11–25 with the whole class
 Give each learner a set of fl ard cards. They set them out in the correct 

order. Ask learners to identify diff erent numbers on the cards.
 Ask learners to build a two-digit number e.g.25. Learners will take the 20 

and the 5 and put the 5 on top of the 0 of the 20 to make 25. Make sure 

learners use the correct numbers. If they use a 2 and a 5 that only makes 

7. Just putting the 2 in front of the 5 does not change its value. The value 

of the 2 is 20.
 Repeat this activity with more two-digit numbers. Each time ask learners 

to show you the two numbers that make up the number. 
 One number must always be a multiple of ten i.e. 10, 20, etc.
 If learners that fi nd this activity diffi  cult use colour cards for tens and 

units to assist the learners to understand that a two-digit number must 

have a ten and a unit. Green numbers are tens and yellow numbers are 

units

10 21

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 0

2 1

 Number 21 is 1 ten and 1 unit

Flard cards

10 20

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 0
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ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T Assessment Task 1 – Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s and 

10s up to 100.

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 8 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers more/less equal to 

and after, before and between 0–25

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Write number names 1–25

Double and halve numbers: answers up 

to 30

Place value: tens and units in range 11–25

Problem solving: addition and subtraction

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2’s, 5’s and 10’s

Measurement Calendar: months of the year and days of 

the week.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Assessment Task 1 – Oral. 

Says days of the week in sequence

Name the days of the week in sequence.

Name the months of the year in sequence. 

Note: Do this every day during this week so that all 

learners can be assessed by the end of the week.

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

walk to school?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Counting on from a given number
 Have a hat with number cards 0–10 in it. Learners choose a card, 

then count on from that number in 1s, 2s, 5s, 10s (according to your 

instructions) for 10 consecutive numbers. 

Number cards

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Double and half
 Divide the class into 2 groups. Each learner in the fi rst group receives an 

odd number card. 
 The second group is given number cards that are the double the number 

of the fi rst group..
 Learners must pair up with each other i.e. the learner holding the 

number and the learner holding its double.
 Repeat the activity, but this time learners pair with the learners holding 

half of the number they have.

Number cards

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral - Read and write number symbols 0–100. 
 Point to numbers on the number chart at random. Learners read the 

number symbols 0–100. Let each learner read at least 5 numbers. 
 Say a number. Learners write it on their slate/paper

Number chart

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Note: Do this with 8–10 learners every day over the week so as to assess 

every learner by the end of the week.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Worksheet

Flard cards

Concept Development (20 min)

Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

card fl ashcards. They set them 

out in the correct order. Ask 

learners to identify diff erent 

numbers on the cards.
 Ask learners to build a two- digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34. Make sure learners use the 

correct numbers. If they use a 3 

and a 4 that only makes 7. Just 

putting the 3 in front of the 4 

does not change its value. The 

value of the 3 is 30.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.

Concept Development (25 min)

Revise Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

card fl ashcards. They set them 

out in the correct order. Ask 

learners to identify diff erent 

numbers on the cards.
 Ask learners to build a two- digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34. Make sure learners use the 

correct numbers. If they use a 3 

and a 4 that only makes 7. Just 

putting the 3 in front of the 4 

does not change its value. The 

value of the 3 is 30.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method:

Big brother has 20 candles on his 

birthday cake. He blows out 17. How 

many candles are still burning?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 

W
O

R
K

Group 1, 2, 3

Worksheet attachedAssessment Task 1. Written – Compare and order whole numbers up 

to 25 

Indicate if it is an odd or even number, fi ll in before/after/between, ordinal 

numbers, order numbers from the smallest to the greatest and vice versa.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to measure their kitchen table using the hand span of any 2 

family members and themselves. Record fi ndings in their homework books.

Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1-Oral. 

Say days of the week in sequence

Assessment Task 1-Oral 

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Assessment Task 1 -Written 

Compare and order whole numbers up to 25 

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 8 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Order numbers smallest/greatest 0–25.

Compare numbers more/less equal to 

0–25.

Reads and writes number symbols 0–100. 

Write number names 1–25.

Double and halve numbers: answers up 

to 30.

Place value: tens and units 11–25.

Expanded notation

Problem solving: money

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10s

Measurement Calendar: months of the year and days of 

the week.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Assessment Task 1: Oral. Say days of the week in 

sequence.

Name the days of the week in sequence.

Name the months of the year in sequence.

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

andmonths of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

have short hair?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Learners count forwards and backwards in multiples on the number chart. 
 Count in 1s up to 100.
 Count in multiples of 2 up to 100. 
 Count in multiples of 5 up to 100. 
 Count in multiples of 10 up to 100. Start at 5/9. Ensure that learners are 

aware of the pattern formed on the number chart. The tens are more but 

the units stay the same.

Number cards
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Doubling: Ask what is double of all the numbers in the range 1–10? .

Halving: Ask what is half of all the even numbers from 2 to 20? . Let learners 

do this mentally but write the answer on their slates.

Slates/white boards

Chalk/whiteboard 

markers

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral:Read and write number symbols 0–100. 
 Point to numbers on the number chart at random. Learners read the 

number symbols 0–100. Let each learner read at least 5 numbers. 
 Say a number. Learners write it on their slate paper

Number chart

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet

Slates/pencils
Note: Do this with 8–10 learners every day over the week so as to assess 

every learner by the end of the week.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Flard cardsConcept Development (20 min)

Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

cards (fl ashcards). They set them 

out in the correct order. Ask 

learners to identify diff erent 

numbers on the cards.
 Ask learners to build a two- digit 

number e.g. 34. Learners will 

take the 30 and the 4 and put 

the 4 on top of the 0 of the 30 to 

make 34. Make sure learners use 

the correct numbers. If they use 

a 3 and a 4 that only makes 7. 

Just putting the 3 in front of the 

4 does not change its value. The 

value of the 3 is 30.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.

Concept Development (20 min)

Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

cards. They set them out in the 

correct order. Ask learners to 

identify diff erent numbers on 

the cards.
 Ask learners to build a two-digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34. Make sure learners use the 

correct numbers. If they use a 3 

and a 4 that only makes 7. Just 

putting the 3 in front of the 4 

does not change its value. The 

value of the 3 is 30.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method:
 Jim has R10, Rachel has R20, 

and Susie has R30. How much 

money do the three children 

have altogether?

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Chalkboard

Exercise books

Pencils

 Write 10 two-digit numbers on the board. Learners must write the 

numbers as expanded notation e.g. 35 = 30 + 5
 Learners choose one of the numbers and write it in their books. They 

break it down into 3 numbers, then 4 numbers, then 5 numbers e.g. 

35  20 + 10 + 3 and 10 + 10 + 10 + 5 and 15 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5

Group 1

 Write the following table on the chalkboard. Learners copy it into their 

class workbooks/exercise books and complete it.

Number I have I need

63 60

59 9

44 4

81 80

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Tell learners to write a word problem for : 11 + 5 – 2 = ______, Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1. Oral. 

Says days of the week in sequence

Assessment Task 1. Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s and 

10s up to 100.

Assessment Task 1. Oral

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 8 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers more than/less than, 

equal to and before, after and between 

0–25

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Write number names 1–25.

Double and half answers up to 30

Add numbers repeatedly to 20.

Place value: tens and units in range 11–25.

Problem Solving: Repeated addition 

leading to multiplication(twos).

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10s

Measurement Calendar: months of the year days of 

the week.

Length: estimate, measure, record length 

using non - standard measures

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask

Assessment Task 1- Oral. Say days of the week in 

sequence.
 Name the days of the week in sequence.
 Name the months of the year in sequence.

REGISTER Weather chart- 

calendar format

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many more 

learners have short 

hair than long hair?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Learners count on from a given number forward and backwards in 1s up 

to 100. 
 Count in multiples of 2 up to 100. Start at any number.
 Count in multiples of 5 up to 100. Start at any number.
 Count in multiples of 10 up to 100. Start at any number.

Number chart
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ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Write a number name on the chalk board and ask learners to put a 

counter on the correct symbol on their counting chart. 
 Ask what number comes before after the number; what number is 10 

less/ 10 more than the number and what half of that number is.

Chalkboard

Number charts

Counters

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral - Read and write number symbols 0–100. 
 Point to numbers on the number chart at random. Learners read the 

number symbols 0–100. Let each learner read at least 5 numbers. 
 Say a number. Learners write it on their slate/ paper

Number chart

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Note: Do this with 8–10 learners every day over the week so as to assess 

every learner by the end of the week.

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Flard cards

Unifi x blocks

Learners book

Learners desks

Paper clips

Ruler

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (15 min)

Assessment Task 1. Practical – 

Estimate, measure and record 

length using non-standard 

measures 

Learners fi rst estimate, then measure 

the following using paper clips, unifi x 

blocks and hand spans: 
 Their books, their desks and the 

back of their rulers. 
 They write their fi ndings on the 

slate/paper. After examining 

their fi ndings they arrange their 

measurements from the largest 

answer to the smallest answer.

Concept Development (20 min)

Assessment Task 1. Practical – 

Estimate, measure and record 

length using non-standard 

measures 

Learners fi rst estimate, then measure 

the following using paper clips, unifi x 

blocks and hand spans: 
 Their books, their desks and the 

back of their rulers. 
 They write their fi ndings on the 

slate/paper. After examining 

their fi ndings they arrange their 

measurements from the largest 

answer to the smallest answer.

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method:
 Darin had R20, Lisa had R10 and 

Jo had R6. How much money did 

they have altogether? 

Repeated addition:
 Sam has 6 cats. How many eyes 

do the cats have altogether?

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method:
 Shane has 6 marbles. He wins 

5 blue ones and 7 green ones. 

How many marbles does he 

have?

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils
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ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Slate

Exercise book

Chalk/pencils

 Write 10 two-digit numbers on the board. Learners must write the 

numbers as expanded notation e.g. 25 = 20 + 5.
 Learners choose one of the numbers and write it in their books. They 

break it down into fi rst 3 numbers, then 4numbers and then 4 numbers 

e.g. 25  10 + 10 + 5 and 10 + 10 + 3 = 2 and 15 + 5 + 2 + 2 + 1.

Group 2

 Write the following table on the chalkboard. Learners copy it into their 

class workbooks and complete it.

No. 

chosen

Odd/

Even

Double Half 2 more 5 less Greaterthan/

less than 50

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to draw 2 circles. Write all the even numbers 0–80 in one circle. 

All the odd numbers 0–80 in the other circle.

Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1. Oral. 

Say days of the week in sequence

Assessment Task 1. Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s and 

10s up to 100.

Assessment Task 1. Oral

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Assessment Task 1. Practical

Estimate, measure, record length using non-standard measures.

Number chart
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WEEK 8 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers more than/lessthan; equal 

to; and before, after and between in range 

0–25.

Reads and writes number symbols 0–100. 

Write number names 1–25.

Double and halve numbers: answers up to 30

Add numbers repeatedly to 20.

Problem Solving: Repeated addition leading 

to multiplication(twos).

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10s

Measurement Calendar: months of the year and days of 

the week.

Length: estimate, measure and record 

length using non - standard measures

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Assessment Task 1: Oral – sequence days of 

the week

Name the days of the week in sequence starting with 

Wednesday.

Name the months of the year in sequence starting 

with July.

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

calendar format

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Flashes a number symbol card. Learners must slide the corresponding 

number of beads from left to right. When you fl ash bigger numbers e.g. 

73; demonstrate how learners should fi rst count the 70 in tens and then 

count the 3 in units. 
 Repeat with diff erent numbers and then count on from that number in 

1s, 2s’ 5s and 10s up to 100.

Abacus

Number symbol 

cards

ACTIVITY ( 5 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Divide the class into 2 groups. Give each learner in the fi rst group a 

number between 10 and 20. Give the second group numbers that are 

the double or half of the fi rst group’s numbers.
 Learners must pair up with each other i.e. the learners holding the 

number and the learner holding its double or half.

Number cards

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral - Read and write number symbols 0–100. 
 Point to numbers on the number chart at random. Learners read the 

number symbols 0–100. Let each learner read at least 5 numbers. 
 Say a number. Learners write it on their slate/ paper.

Number chart

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Note: Do this with 8–10 learners every day over the week so as to assess 

every learner by the end of the week.

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Paper clips

Unifi x blocks

Learner books

Learners desk

Rulers

Slate/paper

Pencils/chalk

Concept Development (20 min)

Assessment Task 1. Practical – 

Estimate, measure and record 

length using non - standard 

measures 
 Learners fi rst estimate, then 

measure the following using 

paper clips, unifi x blocks and 

hand spans: 
 Their books, their desks and the 

back of their rulers. 
 They write their fi ndings on the 

slate/paper. After examining 

their fi ndings they arrange their 

measurements from the largest 

answer to the smallest answer.

Concept Development (10 min)

Assessment Task 1. Practical – 

Estimate, measure and record 

length using non - standard 

measures 
 Learners fi rst estimate, then 

measure the following using 

paper clips, unifi x blocks and 

hand spans: 
 Their books, their desks and the 

back of their rulers. 
 They write their fi ndings on the 

slate/paper. After examining 

their fi ndings they arrange their 

measurements from the largest 

answer to the smallest answer.

Note: These learners are given two 

opportunities to do this activity.

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using their own method:
 Tom had 12 cats and 2 dogs. 

How many eyes do the animals 

have altogether?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problems. Learners 

solve them using their own method:
 Gail has 2 roses, 2 daisies and 2 

tulips. How many fl owers does 

she have altogether?
 She has two vases. How 

many fl owers can she put in 

each vase?

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Chalk board

Exercise book

Chalk/pencils

Slates/paper/

exercise book

Chalk/pencils

Breaking down a number

Write the following on the chalkboard: Break down these numbers: 

13, 24, 15, 28, 11, 36 , 90.

Group 1

Draws a table like the following on the chalkboard. Learners complete it on 

their slates/paper.

No. 

chosen

Odd/

Even

Double 

of it

Half 

of it

2 more 5 less Greaterthan/

less than 50

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Tell learners to count all the houses in their street. Take that number and 

make a riddle with it. e.g. 12 – it’s a number greater than 11 but less than 13.

Homework books

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1: Oral

Sequence days of the week

Assessment Task 1. Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s 

up to 100.

Assessment Task 1. Oral

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Assessment Task 1. Practical

Estimate, measure and record length using non-standard measures.

Number chart
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WEEK 8 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and 

Relationships

Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers more than/less than or 

equal to 0–25.

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Number patterns 2s, 5s and 10s

Measurement Calendar: months of the year and days of 

the week.

Time: Read analogue clocks: hour and half 

hours.

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Assessment Task 1: Oral – sequence days of 

the week

Name the days of the week in sequence starting 

with Friday.

Name the months of the year in sequence starting 

with November.

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Count the numbers on a clock.

Count how many times the second hand moves from the 12 until it is back 

at 12.

Count the movements of the second hand again but this time say every fi fth 

number out loud. Whisper the other numbers.
 Count the minutes on the clock in 5s.

Number cards

Clock
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ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Assessment Task 1. Oral-Read and write number symbols 0–100. 
 Point to numbers on the number chart at random. Learners read the 

number symbols 0–100. Let each learner read at least 5 numbers. 
 Say a number. Learners write it on their slate/ paper.

Number chart

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Note: Do this with 8–10 learners every day over the week so as to assess 

every learner by the end of the week.

ACTIVITY (35 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
E

P
T

 D
E

V
E

LO
P

M
E

N
T

W
h

o
le

 C
la

ss

 Learners will make their own clock. Give them cardboard with the clock 

face and two hands to cut out.
 Learners write numbers 1–12 at the correct places on the clock face. 
 Assist learners to put the hands on with split pins.
 Learners use the clock, working in pairs. They take turns so that one 

learner shows the time and the other one reads it.

Template for clock

Scissors

Split pins

Pens/pencils

Note: Template for clock is added in the Resources section.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

Assessment Task 1: Oral 

Sequence days of the week

Assessment Task 1. Oral 

Complete number sequences of counting forwards/backwards in 2s, 5s & 10s 

up to 100.

Assessment Task 1. Oral

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 9 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and 

Relationships

Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers more than/less than and 

equal to; and after, before and between in the 

range 0–25.

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Write number names 1–25.

Repeated addition

Place value: tens and units.

Problem solving: grouping and sharing.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Measurement Time: analogue time in hours and half hours

Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Introduce: Hours 24 in a day 

Possible questions to ask:

How many hours in a day?

The clock moves in multiples of?

The long hand represents?

The short hand represents? 

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Count in multiples of 2 up to 100.

Learners pack out unifi x/counters in groups of two and count in 2s from 2 to 

30. (Consolidate counting in 1s up to 30)

Learners use unifi x to pack out multiples of 2 e.g. 14,18 or 16. 

Give learners plenty of practice in counting in 2s

Learners count from any multiple of 2 between 2 and 30 e.g. 18, 20, 22_ _

Ask questions such as: which number is before, after and between a specifi c 

multiple of 2 e.g. which multiple of 2 is between 6 and 10?

Number chart

Counters
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Ask learners how many groups of 1/2/5 or 10 there are in 20

Mental addition: e.g. _____ + 8 = 20

 16 + ____ = 20

Learners write the answers in their books.

Exercise books

Pencils

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Time: Learners use the clocks they made the previous week. Revise 

questions during daily routine
 Call three learners to the chalkboard. Give them a two-digit number and 

ask them to write it in expanded notation using multiples of tens and 

units e.g. 46 is written in expanded notation as 40 and 6, or 40+6

Repeat this giving as many learners as possible an opportunity to write on 

the board. 

Clocks

Chalkboard

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 1 Group 3

Flard cards
Concept Development (10 min)

Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

card fl ashcards. They set them 

out in the correct order. 
 Ask learners to build a two- digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time, 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.
 Ask learners to make a two- 

digit number e.g. 34 and then 

to show you the number that is 

one more i.e. 35. Ask how they 

did it – what number changed? 

Why did that number change?

Concept Development (15 min)

Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

cards. They set them out in the 

correct order. 
 Ask learners to build a two-digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time, 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problems. Learners 

solve them using any methods:

Equal sharing and grouping:
 Mrs Mofokeng sells packets of 

sweets. She puts 5 sweets in 

each packet. How many sweets 

does she need for 4 packets?
 Mr Ntuli has fi ve grandchildren. 

He buys 30 sweets for them. 

How many do they each get?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using any method:
 A hen lays 5 eggs every day. 

Farmer Brown has two hens. 

How many eggs does he collect 

in 3 days?

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Chalkboard

Exercise books

Pencils

Learners complete the worksheet based on clocks or draw the clocks on the 

board and ask learners to complete the activity.

Worksheet included in annexure – week 9 day 1: ’Work for all’.

Group 2

 Write work on the chalkboard for learners to complete: 
 Learners write the number symbol in their exercise books and write l the 

correct number names next to the symbol.

  e.g. 24, 13, 22, 19, 17

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Learners must keep a diary of what they are going to do throughout the day. 

Only use hours (2 o’clock, 3 o’clock etc.)

Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 9 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers morethan/less than 

and equal to; and after, before and 

between numbers in the range 0–25.

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Write number names 1–25

Repeated addition

Multiplication with 2.Problem Solving: 

grouping and sharing.

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s up 

to 100.

Measurement Time: analogue time: hours and half hours

Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Is there a diff erence between day and night in 

Autumn?

What is the diff erence between day and night?

When is it late or early in the day?

Which time of the day do you like the most? Why?

Which time of the day do you like the least? Why?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Count in multiples of 5s using the 5 fi ngers on your hands

Count in multiples of 10s using 2 hands and 10 fi ngers. Start with 10 fi ngers 

and continue up to 100. (Consolidate counting in 5s up to 100).

Count forwards and backwards up to 50.

’Build’ groups of 5 up to 50. Let the learners count out 50 counters.
 Ask learners to make groups of 5.
      “How many cubes did you use?”
 Count in 5 pointing to the groups.
 Learners must count in 10s up to 100 pointing to the groups of 5
 Write number sentences e.g. 5 + 5 = 10
 Make 4 groups of 5 cubes and ask the same questions e.g. 

5 + 5 + 5 + 5 = 20, 10 + 10 = 20.

Number chart

Counters

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

W
h

o
le

 C
la

ss

 Ask learners questions such as:
 How many equal groups can 20 be made into? Any answer is 

acceptable as long as the groups are equal.
 How many equal groups can 16 be made into?

 Mental subtraction: _____ – 5 = 20

 30 – ____ = 20

 50–30 = ____

Learners write the answers in their books.

Exercise books

Pencils

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise the number symbols and number names of the number 23, 24 

and 25.
 Time: Revise time in hours. Learners indicate the time on their play 

clocks as requested e.g. 4 o’clock, half past 3

Number cards

Analogue play 

clocks

Flashcards o’clock

half past

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Flard cards

fl ashcards 

Clocks

Concept Development (15 min)

Place value
 Give each learner a set of fl ard 

cards. They set them out in the 

correct order. 
 Ask learners to build a two-digit 

number e.g.34. Learners will take 

the 30 and the 4 and put the 4 

on top of the 0 of the 30 to make 

34.
 Repeat this activity with other 

two-digit numbers. Each time, 

ask learners to show you the 

two numbers that make up the 

number. One number must 

always be a multiple of ten i.e. 

10, 20, 30, etc.
 Ask learners to make a two-

digit number e.g. 34 and then 

to show you the number that is 

one more i.e. 35. Ask how they 

did it – what number changed? 

Why did that number change?

Concept Development (10 min)

Time
 Revise time in hours. Learners 

use their clocks to show a given 

time.
 Learners practise their writing 

of number names and number 

symbols for number 23, 24, 25. 

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problems. Learners 

solve them using any methods:

Grouping and sharing
 Mrs Mofokeng sells packets of 

sweets. She puts 4 sweets in 

each packet. How many sweets 

does she need for 5 packets?
 Mr Ntuli has four grandchildren. 

He buys 20 sweets for them. 

How many do they each get?

Problem Solving (10 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using any method:
 Sam and his three friends are 

watching the TV. How many 

eyes are looking at the TV?

Slate/paper

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3 Chalkboard

Counters/

Unifi x blocks

Exercise books

DBE Workbook 

page 60

 Introduce multiplication of 2. First revise repeated addition because 

this leads to multiplication:
 Learners must be able to pack out groups, do repeated addition and 

then discover how it leads to multiplication.
 Each learner receives 20 counters or unifi x blocks.
 Learners pack counters/unifi x blocks in groups of 2s.
 Learners count in multiples of 2.
 Pack out 20 counters in groups of 2.

 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +2 + 2 + 2 + 2 

Learners add the same number repeatedly.
 Now let learners pack out 2 + 2. Ask: How much is 2 groups of 2? Then 

pack out 2 + 2 + 2 and ask: How much is 3 groups of 2? Do the same up 

to 10 groups of 2. We see it is quite a long sum to write: 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 +2 + 

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 
 Is there not a short way to write repeated addition? Yes, we can use the 

multiplication sign. (x)
 3 groups of 2 or 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 can be written as 3 x 2 = 6 (teach learners 

that it means 3 times 2 or 3 groups of 2).
 Now pack out unifi x blocks in groups of 2 and learners write next to it on 

their slates. 

1 group of 2 = 2 1 × 2 = 2

2 groups of 2 = 4 2 × 2 = 4

3 groups of 2 = 6 3 × 2 = 6

Continue in this way up to 10 groups›‹ of 2 = 20
 Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook page 60 based 

on multiplication with 2.

 

60

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 8

29
How many sweets are on each table?

Complete the following. We have done the first one for you.

Make a drawing of the following.

3 groups of 2 4 groups of 2 9 groups of 2

4 groups of 2

5 groups of 2

6 groups of 2

7 groups of 2

8 groups of 2

  2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8

  2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 =

  2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 =

  2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 =

  2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 =

  4 × 2 = 8

  5 × 2 =

  6 × 2 =

  7 × 2 =

  8 × 2 =

Multiplication: x 2

How did you count the sweets? 
(Some children may say 1, 2, 3... 
others may say 2, 4, 6...)

continues
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continued

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 

W
O

R
K

Group 1

Write addition and subtraction number sentences on the chalkboard. 

Learners copy them into their class workbooks and complete the work. 

Exercise books

Pencils

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Complete a worksheet based on time. Worksheet

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 9 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100

Read and write number symbols 0–100

Write number names 1–25

Repeated addition

Multiplication with 2.

Problem solving: grouping and sharing

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100

Measurement Time: analogue time: hours and half hours

Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: A week has 7 days, 2 weeks have 14 days.

today, yesterday, tomorrow, day, night, morning, 

afternoon, night, early and late

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What will the date be tomorrow?

How many days in a week?

What was the date 7 days ago?

What will the date be in a week from today? 

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are more than 7 

years old?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Count in multiples of 10 up to 100.
 Learners count forwards and backwards in 10s.
 Learners start at any number and count on in 10s e.g. 45, 54, 64, 74 

Learners must understand that you increase the 10 by adding a 10 

each time.

Number chart

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Double and Half:

Double or halve the number shown on the number card e.g.Ask learners to 

double a number in the range 1–30.

Ask learners : 

Double 2 is ---. Double numbers 1–15

Half of 2 is ---. Halve numbers 2-30

(Select only 5 numbers to double and halve)

Slate/exercise book

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise the number symbol and number names of the numbers 23, 24 

and 25.
 Time: 

Revise time in hours. Learners indicate the time on their play clocks. 

Focus on hours

Number symbol 

cards

Number name card

Analogue play 

clocks

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
ro

u
p

 T
e

a
ch

in
g

Group 1 Group 3

CountersConcept Development (10 min)

Introduce multiplication of 2.
 Revise repeated addition
 Learners pack 20 counters into 

groups of 2. They record in it on 

their slates. 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2+2 + 

2 + 2 + 2 + 2
 Ask learners if there is a short 

way to write it. If no one can 

show you the multiplication 

sign, show the group how to 

write it. Discuss the diff erence 

between the addition and 

multiplication signs.
 Tell learners to pack out 3 

groups of 2 and write the 

repeated addition for it i.e. 

6 = 2 + 2 + 2. Ask how this 

can be written a shorter way. 

Encourage learners to use the 

multiplication sign

6 = 2 × 3

Concept Development (10 min)
 Learners count orally in 5s from 

0–100.
 Learners count in 5s to 20. Ask 

them to count out 20 counters 

and put them into groups of 

fi ve. Count the numbers of 

groups.
 Encourage learners to write the 

repeated addition for what they 

have just done.
 Repeat using groups of two.

continues
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Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problems. 

Learners solve them using any 

methods:

Equal sharing and grouping
 Mom has 25 apples in her 

basket. She shares them 

amongst her 5 children. 

How many apples does each 

child get?
 There were twelve bicycles 

in a race. How many wheels 

were there?

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using any method:
 Paul must take 3 pills each school 

day. How many pills does he take 

in a week?
 Mrs Phata sells packets of sweets. 

She puts 4 sweets in each packet. 

How many sweets does she need 

for 3 packets?

Slate/paper

Chalk/pencils

 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

Chalkboard

Exercise book

Number line

Exercise book

Pencils

 Write repeated addition activities on the chalkboard. Learners copy them 

into their class workbook and complete the sums.
 Draw 20 balls. Learners divide them into groups of two and write the 

repeated addition sum.

 

 

 
 Draw 16 socks. Learners divide them into pairs and write a repeated 

addition sum.

 

Ask learners if they know of a shorter way to write the repeated addition sum. 

Some learners will be able to write a multiplication sum. 

Group 2

 Draw a number line activity on the chalkboard. Learners copy it into their 

class workbook and complete it.
 Repeated addition of twos on a number line.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K  Learners choose 3 of their favourite T.V programmes and write the times 

they are showing

T.V. guide
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WEEK 9 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers more than/less than and 

equal to; and after, before and between in the 

range: 0–25.

Read and write number symbols: 0–100. 

Write number names: 1–25.

Repeated addition

Multiplication with 2.

Problem solving: grouping and sharing /time

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Measurement Time: Analogue time: hours and half hours

Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: Seasons- Winter, Summer, Autumn, Spring

Say one thing that reminds you of each season.

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What will the date be tomorrow?

What was the date 14 days ago? What will the date be 

in 14 days from today?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Completes the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are Younger than 7 

years old?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Count forwards and backwards in 1s up to 100.

Ordinal numbers (order of numbers):

Learners must name the numbers before, after or between a specifi c 

numbers as you ask questions such as . Which number is between 13 and 15?

Consolidate the order of numbers between 0–25.

Count from any given number forwards or backwards e.g. 24, 25, 26, 27. 

Learners must be able to recognise the numbers on the number chart 

between 1–100.

Number chart
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

W
h

o
le

 C
la

ss

More and less than:

Indicate a number between 1–25 and ask learners to write on their slates the 

number that is 1/2 or 3 more than that number e.g. 6–2 more is 8.

Slate/ exercise book

Chalk/pencils

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Revise the number symbosl and number names of the numbers 23, 24 

and 25
 Time:

 Revise time in hours and half hours. Write the time on the chalk 

board and learners must indicate it on their clocks.

e.g. 7 o’clock, half past 4

Number cards

Analogue play 

clocks

Chalkboard

ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
/P

R
O

B
L

E
M

 S
O

LV
IN

G
G

ro
u

p
 T

e
a

ch
in

g

Group 2 Group 3

Counters

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

Concept Development (10 min)

Multiplication of 2.
 Revise repeated addition
 Learners pack 20 out counters 

into groups of 2. They record in 

it on their slates. 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 

+ 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2
 Ask learners if there is a short 

way to write it. If no one can 

show you the multiplication 

sign, show the group how to 

write it. Discuss the diff erence 

between the addition and 

multiplication signs.
  Tell learners to pack out 3 

groups of 2 and write the 

repeated addition for it. i.e. 

6 = 2 + 2 + 2 . Ask how this 

can be written a shorter way. 

Encourage learners to use the 

multiplication sign

6 = 2 × 3

Concept Development (15 min)
 Learners count orally in 5s from 

0–100.
 Learners count in 5s to 20. Ask 

them to count out 20 counters 

and put them into groups of 

fi ve. Count the numbers of 

groups.
 Encourage learners to write the 

repeated addition for what they 

have just done.
 Repeat using groups of two.

continues
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continued

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problems. Learners 

solve them using any methods:
 I wake up at 6 o’ clock and 

school begins at 8 o’ clock. How 

many hours do I have to get to 

school?
 I get home at 3 o’clock and go to 

bed at 8 o’clock. How long do I 

have to play? 

Problem Solving (15 min)

Ask the following problem. Learners 

solve it using any method:
 I had R20 at the beginning of 

the week. On Monday I spent R5 

and on Tuesday I spent R6. How 

much money do I still have to 

spend?

Slates/paper

Chalk/pencils

 ACTIVITY (60 min) To be done at the same time as group teaching RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 61

Chalk board

Number line

 Complete the repeated addition activity in the DBE Workbook page 61.

Learners also indicate the multiplication number sentence that fi ts with 

the repeated addition.

 

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

6111 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Make a drawing of the following.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Drawing2, 4, 6, 8, ___ , ___

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 =  

6 ×  2 =  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Drawing6, ___

One spider has 2 eyes. How many eyes do 7 spiders have?

2 4 6 8 10 12 14
16 18 20 22 24 26

6 + =  

2 × =  

Group 1

 Draw a number line activity on the chalkboard. Learners copy it into their 

class workbook and complete it.
 Repeated addition on a number line e.g. 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8

 

Note: The number line can be extended to 20.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K  Learners write the times they have breakfast, lunch and dinner.

 Learners must work out how many hours there are between breakfast 

and lunch/ between lunch and dinner.

Homework book
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WEEK 9 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 10s up to 100.

Compare numbers more than/less than or 

equal to; and after, before and between in the 

range 0–25.

Read and write number symbols 0–100. 

Repeated addition

Multiplication with 2

Patterns, Functions and Algebra Count in multiples of 2s, 5s and 10s up to 100.

Measurement Time: Analogue time hours and half hours

Calendar

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Revise: Days of the week and months of the year.

Possible questions to ask:

What is the date today?

What will the date be tomorrow?

Which day is today?

 Which day will it be in two days’ time?

Which month is it?

Which month is after March?

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are between 7 and 

9 years old?

ACTIVITY (5 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Learners close their eyes and listen to the number of clicks, taps, stamps, 

etc. that they hear. 
 Each sound is worth a diff erent multiple e.g. a clap is equal to fi ve, a click 

is equal to two and a stamp is equal to 10. Make a sequence of sounds 

and ask learners to tell you the value of the sequence e.g. 

two claps (5 + 5), ten three stamps (10 + 10 + 10) and then one click (2). 

The total is 42.
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ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

W
h

o
le

 C
la

ss

 Point to numbers on the number chart at random. 
 Learners must multiply the number by 2 or double the number. Number 

range 1–15

Number chart

ACTIVITY (40 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Assessment Task 1: Written – time

Learners are given a worksheet to complete. Worksheet includes:
 Write the correct time
 Draw the hands to show the time
 Fill in missing numbers
 Even and odd numbers
 Number names and number symbols
 Breaking down of numbers

Note: Numbers 3 to 6 are revision and not for assessment.

Worksheet

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T Assessment Task 1. Written

Write the correct time. Draw the hands to show the time

Assessment 

recording book or 

sheet

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 10 DAY 1 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count objects 0–100.

Counting in 1s, 2s, 5s, and 10s up to 100.

Problem solving: money

Ordinal value of numbers

Money

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons)

REGISTER Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (15 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Learners count out objects/ counters from 1–100.
 Ask learners to put a counter on 31 and count in 2s – forwards 

and backwards
 Learners count in 5s from backwards from 50. 
 They count in multiples of 10s from 38 forwards and backwards.

Counters, number 

cards.

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Flash a number symbol card from 0–20 and ask learners to count out the 

correct number of objects.
 Ask learner to count out 6 counters and ask how many more counters 

are needed to make 10.
 Repeat this a few times using diff erent numbers.
 Count in multiples of 5 up to 100 using a number line and a class 

number chart.
 Ask learner to count their fi ngers in multiples of 5.

Number chart and 

number symbol 

cards
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Ordinal numbers from 1st to 10th.
 Draw a number line with 8 pictures with evenly spaced sections on 

the board.

 

 23 ❤ ☺  r  

 Ask questions such as: 
 What picture in the line represents 27th?
 What picture in the line represents 25th?
 In what position is the arrow ? 
 In what position is the heart etc? 

 Give each learner a copy of the number line. Read the statement, learner 

gives a verbal answer, and then writes the missing ordinals. 

e.g. The  is__________________________ (Learners write 24th)

The  is ________________________ (Learner swrite 25th) etc
 Learners make their own number lines and identify the ordinal value of 

each number from the picture. Slates/books/paper

Number chart

Slates/books

/paper

Chalk/pencils

Number lines with 

pictures

Revise money and change.
 State a problem e.g. I have R20, 

I buy a cold drink for R8. How much 

change do I get?
 Let learners pack out R20 with 1 R10 

and 2 R5 coins.
 Let them pretend to pay with the 

two R5s, they discover for themselves 

that there is R10 left.
 Learners cut out R5, 10c, 20c, and 

R2 coins from the back of the DBE 

Workbook cut–out 3.
 Learners sort 10c, R2, R5 and 20c 

separately.

 

DBE Workbook

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K

Learners draw coins that add up to R10, R5, R2 etc. Homework book 
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WEEK 10 DAY 2 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting numbers in the range 1–100.

Multiplication of 5

Measurement Time: Analogue: hours and half hours

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Which day is it today?

Which day was it yesterday?

Which day will it be tomorrow?

What will be the day the tomorrow?

Which season is it? (Name all the seasons) 

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (15 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

 Consolidate all counting concepts taught up to now: count forward and 

backwards in 1s.
 Learners must point to the number as they count from any given 

number forward and backwards 46, 39, 61 etc. 
 Learners pack out 50 counters into groups of 5 and record the repeated 

addition e.g. 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5, 
 Ask questions like:

 How many groups of fi ve in 30?
 How much are six groups of 5?
 If six groups of 5 are 30, how much are seven groups of 5? 

Counters, number 

cards.

ACTIVITY ( 10 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Write three numbers on the board e.g. 5, 18 and 13. Learners make their own 

addition and subtraction sums using the numbers. They must make as many 

combinations as possible with the three numbers 5, 18, 13; 5 + 8 =; 10 + 8 =; 

18–5 =; 13–8 = etc.

Number chart and 

number cards
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ACTIVITY (30 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Revise time in hours.
 Show learners a clock (use the clocks that learners made earlier in the 

term). Ask learners what the long arm indicates, and what the short arm 

indicates i.e. minutes and hours.
 Set your clock on the hour and let the learners set their clocks in the 

same way and then say what the time is.
 Give learners an opportunity now to set and read the time on their 

model clocks. They can work in pairs, taking turns to set and read 

the time.

Passing of time:
 Take learners outside. Tell them you are going to time them to see how 

many actions they can complete in one minute. They must count how 

many times they do the action themselves, while you time one minute. 

Do things like:
 jump on two legs  clap your hands behind your back
 tap your tummy  nod your head
 hop on one leg  sit down and stand up and so on.

Big wall clock, 

cardboard clocks

 ACTIVITY (30 min) RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K

Group 1, 2, 3

DBE Workbook 

page 62
Learners complete the worksheet in the DBE Workbook page 62, based on 

multiplication with 5

62

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 8

30
How many sweets are on each table?

Complete the following. We have done the first one for you.

Make a drawing of the following.

3 groups of 5 4 groups of 5 5 groups of 5

3 groups of 5

2 groups of 5

4 groups of 5

6 groups of 5

7 groups of 5

  5 + 5 + 5 = 15

  5 + 5 =

  5 + 5 + 5 + 5 =

  5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 =

  5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 =

  3 × 5 = 15

  2 × 5 =

  4 × 5 =

  6 × 5 =

  7 × 5 =

Multiplication: x 5

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners put the following numbers in orderfrom smallest to biggest and 

from biggest to smallest 7, 13, 2, 16, 10, 5

Homework book 
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WEEK 10 DAY 3 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Counting in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s to 100.

Addition and subtraction: facts to 20.

Equal sharing and grouping.

Measurement Length: shorter/taller/longer/ length

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

What season is it? 

What will the next season be?

What was the previous season?

Which season do you like the best? Why?

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask:

How many learners 

are absent today?

How many boys/

girls are absent?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G

W
h

o
le

 c
la

ss

 Learners close their eyes and listen to the number of clicks, taps, stamps, 

etc that they hear. Each sound is worth a diff erent multiple e.g. a clap is 

equal to fi ve, a click is equal to two and a stamp is equal to 10. Make a 

sequence of sounds and learners tell you the value of the sequence e.g. 

two claps (5 + 5), ten three stamps (10 + 10 + 10) and then one click (2). 

The total is 42.
 Let a few learners come and make up a sequence of sounds.

ACTIVITY ( 15 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Learners consolidate addition and subtraction with numbers 0–20.
 Call three learners to the board. Give them a number that they must 

break down and build up e.g. 
 What is the number? 5 + 4 + 3 = ?,10–3–4 =?
 Break the number into three numbers: 42, 16, 24

 Ask which two numbers can be added to get the answer 15/20. Or which 

three numbers can be added to get 20. 

20 20

10 10 16

12 18

 Make learner aware of the relationship between addition and 

subtraction e.g. 10 + 9 = 19, 19–9 = 10.

Number chart and 

number cards
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ACTIVITY (30 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Length revision on shorter/taller/longer length.
 Ask two learners to compare who is shorter and who is taller.
 Call another two learners and ask the same questions.
 Let all four stand together and ask who is the shortest and who is the 

tallest. Ask them to stand in order of height, shortest to tallest.
 Learners use nonstandard measures to measure length e.g. hand spans. 

Remind them that when they use hand spans or footsteps they place 

the one next to the other and then move the fi rst to the other side of 

the second.
 Divide learners into pairs and ask them to measure their books and desk 

with hand spans, with straws and with matches. Let them pack out the 

straws and the matches across the book and desk and then count how 

many they used.
 Let each learner measure objects with their hand spans and compare the 

answers. Ask why they are not the same. Ask if they think it is a good way 

to measure. Lead learners to realise that because our hands are not the 

same size, measurement will diff er. 
 Still working in pairs, ask learners to fi nd objects that are four matches 

long. Once they have done this, they can fi nd objects that are six 

straws long.

Tables

 ACTIVITY (30 min) RESOURCES

IN
D

IV
ID

U
A

L
 W

O
R

K Group 1, 2, 3

WorksheetLearners complete a worksheet based on grouping and sharing.

ACTIVITY RESOURCES

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners write 10 sums of addition and subtraction from 0–20 Homework book 

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 10 DAY 4 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in forward and backward in 1s, 2s,5s 

and 10s up to 100.

Addition and subtraction facts 0–20.

Space and Shape 3D shapes

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Ask if anyone knows why February has the least 

number of days in the month.

Ask if anyone knows what a leap year is.

REGISTER

Weather chart- 

(calendar format)

Days of the week 

and months of the 

year fl ashcards

Class register

Complete the class 

register on a daily 

basis.

Possible questions 

to ask: 

How many boys 

and how many girls 

in our class?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss

Give each learner an envelope with number symbol cards.

Learners pull out a number and start to count on from that number in 1s,2s, 

5s and 10. Let them work in pairs taking turns to count. The partner can check 

if they are correct. 

Number symbol 

cards

Envelopes 

ACTIVITY ( 15 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Give learners a blank number chart. Flash a number symbol card from 1 to 50 

and ask learners to fi ll in the number at the correct place

Learners count in multiples of 5 up to 50 using this number chart.

Blank number 

charts

Number symbol 

cards

Pencils
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Revise 3 D objects that roll and slide.
 Learners work with balls and objects shaped like balls, as well as various 

boxes and other cube-shaped objects. They investigate which of the 

objects can roll and which can slide. 
 Learners can make a slide or incline by putting a box under one end of 

a large book. They can then experiment to see whether objects slide 

or roll.
 Learners sort objects into those shaped like a ball sphere) or those 

shaped like a box (prism).
 Learners make balls (spheres) and box shapes (prisms) from play dough.
 Learners complete pages 66–67 in the DBE Workbook. They indicate if 

the object will roll or slide.

  
66

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 8

32

Colour all the balls red, the boxes blue and the cylinders green.

straight edges straight edges straight edges

curved edges curved edges curved edges

3 dimensional objects

Choose the correct answer.

Sign:

Date:

Teacher:

6711 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Say if the object will roll or slide.

roll

slide

How many of these objects do you see in the picture: cylinders, boxes and balls?

Draw your own picture using balls, boxes and cylinders.

roll

slide

roll

slide

DBE Workbook 

page 66, 67

H
O

M
E

W
O

R
K Learners draw their own patterns using diff erent shapes Homework books

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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WEEK 10 DAY 5 DATE

CONTENT 

COVERED IN 

LESSON (CAPS)

Numbers, Operations and Relationships Count in 1sto100.

Count in multiples of 2s, 5s, 10s to 100.

Data Handling Data handling

ACTIVITY (3–5 min) RESOURCES

D
A

IL
Y

 R
O

U
T

IN
E

 Weather chart and birthday chart must be 

completed daily.
 Days of the week and months of the year must be 

repeated daily.
 Discuss whether there are any public holidays 

that week or any school events for the day.
 Learners record the correct weather symbols on 

the weather chart.

Possible questions to ask:

Ask why February has the least days of the month and 

give the answer.

Ask about leap years and provide an explanation.

REGISTER Weather chart- 

calendar format

Days of the week 

and

Months of the year 

fl ashcards

Class register

Teacher completes 

the class register on 

a daily basis.

Possible questions 

to ask: 

How many boys 

and how many girls 

in our class?

ACTIVITY (10 min) RESOURCES

C
O

U
N

T
IN

G
W

h
o

le
 c

la
ss Learners count on forwards and backwards from a given number in 1sup 

to 100.

Count in multiples of 2 up to 100 starting at any number. 

Learners count in 5s and 10 up to100 starting from any number. 

Number charts, 

Number cards 

ACTIVITY ( 15 min) RESOURCES

M
E

N
T

A
L

 M
A

T
H

S
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

Revise symbols, words and picture 
 Give each learner a piece of squared paper. If there’s no margin, learners 

must draw a margin.
 After they have written the date at the top of the page, learners write the 

numbers 10–25 under each other, each number on the next line.
 They then colour the correct number of squares e.g. next to where they 

have written 10 they colour 10 squares.

Coloured pencils 

Squared paper

Pencils/rulers

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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ACTIVITY (60 min) RESOURCES

C
O

N
C

E
P

T
 D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
W

h
o

le
 C

la
ss

 Learners collect data about the colours they like most.
 Give learners a piece of paper where they can colour in their 

favourite colour.
 Draw a graph on the board with diff erent colours at the bottom of 

the graph.
 Learners group themselves according to their colour under their 

favourite colour e.g. red 4 , blue 6, yellow 3, green 5, 

5

4

3

2

1

0

red blue yellow green

 Learners complete pages 10 and 16 in the DBE Workbook based on 

addition,subtraction and shapes.

 
10

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

Calculate.

+ +

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 2

5
Addition and subtraction

Add and substract.

 +  =  

9 +  8 =    17

18  –  8 = 

 +  =  

 +  =  

6 + 5 =   

8 + 7 =  

6 + 4 =  

8 + 9 =   

3 + 8 =  

8 + 4 =  

12 – 5 =   

16 – 9 =  

6 – 4 =  

11 + 3 =   

9 – 5 =  

8 – 4 =  

16

Date:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1   0

straight curved straight curved straight curved

Te
rm

 1 –
 W

ee
k 2

8
Shapes

Colour the rectangles blue, the circles red and the triangles yellow.

Colour all the big circles red, the rectangles blue and the small triangles yellow.

Are the sides straight or round? Colour in the correct answer.

Pieces of paper

DBE Workbook 

page 10, 16

Observation/Refl ection Notes:
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